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To Aid School Employees

Bill On Way To House
After Senate Approval
. By HERBERT SPARROW
I'm for old people, so I vote aye," said
pense when the Legislature is trying to
Associated Press Writer
_ •_Sen,_eene Stuart—II-Prospect.
cut costs.
—
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) —The state
"At Ltas point we can't find money to
The Senate also adopted a joint
Senate has approved a bill to relieve
fund the medical services we already
resolution by a 28-3 vote calling for a
school officials' concerns about giving
provide," Berry said."I don't think it is
study
of
the feasibility of helicepter
first aid to students hurt on school
proper to study ways to spend more
ambulanc
e
service
in
Kentucky
.
grounds.
money in this area when we don't have
-The vote Friday was 32-0 to expand
Sen. John Berry,D-New Castle, voted
enough to fund what we have now."
Kentucky's so-called Good Samaritan
against the resolution, which Would
The House took no floor action Frida
Law to include public school personnel.
appropriate 812,000 for the study,
as the legislators adjourned for ths
The bill, which now goes to the House,
saying he felt it was an unneeded exweekend.
provides that school employees who
have received American Red Cross
first-aid training are exempt from civil
damages in connection with attempts to
give aid on school grounds.
The bill was amended to also include
people who have received carThe Murray Electric System is
diopulmonary resuscitation training.
adopt a set policy for providing
required to follow Kentucky's new
Sen. Jack Trevey, R-Lexington, the
requested information to the public and
model procurement code as well as the
bill's sponsor, said school officials in
the press. He also suggested that the
open meetings and open records
Fayette County have been reluctant to
board may wish to adopt its own
statutes enacted in earlier legislative
give first aid to school children because
procedures
for
meeting
the
sessions, attorney Wm. Donald
of the potential legal problems.
requirements
of
the
model
Overbey told the MES board of
Trevey admitted that there is some
procurement code, which requires that
directors at a special meeting Friday
question about the constitutionality of
any item costing more than $2,500 be
afternoon.
the Good Samaritan Law, which
obtained through competitive bidding
Overbey told the board that it should
provides protection to physicians,
In other action, the board made
adopt procedures for handling requests
nurses and emergency medical
initial plans for a dinner honoring
for electric system records by the
technicians.
recently retired system superintendent
public and the news media as required
Another bill passed in the Senate
William Barker and former board
the so-called "sunshine" law.
would allow dance contests on premises
chairman and member of the board for
ost of your (electric system)
with alcoholic beverage licenses.
11 years William Boyd.
records
are subject to the law,"
The bill was passed by a narrow 16-13
Even though it was not stated on the
0?terbey said, explaining that about the
margin and sent to the House:
agenda provided the news media for the
only records that are not open to public
Sen. Helen Garrett, D-Paducah, the
special called meeting, the board then
inspection under the statute are
sponsor, said its purpose was to allow
voted to go into executive session but
property appraisals, matters condance contests by elderly citizens "for
did not state the nature of the business
cerning litigations, and personnel
to be discussed in the closed meeting.
theraputic and recreational reasons."
records such as medical information or
She said the current law, intended to
When asked by a newspaper reporter
individual workman's compensation
prevent strip teasing in taverns, has
about the cicrsed session, board
data.
been misinterpreted to also prevent
chairman Mary Jane Jackson said it
Overbey suggested that the board
dance contests for prizes.
concerned a personnel matter.
"And the law has not been enforced
uniformly over the state," Mrs. Garrett
said.
The bill was amended at the request
of Sen. Gene Buff, R-London, to limit
the contests to persons 21 years of age
or elder.
Huff, who voted against the bill,
By LEE GOULD
have a strong antiSoviet history, and
jokingly asked Mrs. Garrett if the
Associated Press Writer
boycotted Russian shipping between
senior citizens in her area "have tried
1951 and 1972. But administration ofWASHINGTON (AP) — A union
jogging."
ficials, who reportedly have enlisted
leader's decision to ignore a personal
"Evidently they want to party," Mrs.
help from top AFL-CIO officials, were
plea from President Carter means
Garrett replied.
hoping to persuade Gleason to change
millions of tons of U.S. grain destined
I'm for therapy,I'm for dancing and
his mind within the next few days.
for the Soviet Union remain piled in
The grain boycott issue was one of
barges, railway cars and grain
several resulting from Moscow's move
elevators around the United States.
into Afghanistan. In other developThomas Gleason, president of the
ments Friday:
International
Longshoremen's
—The president reversed a Dec. 11
Association, said Friday he isn't ready
decision and imposed a quota on U.S.
to allow his dockworkers to start
imports of anhydrous ammonia from
loading the shipments to Russia,
the Soviet Union. The president said the
despite a personal request Thursday
chemical, used in fertilizer, would be
frE6T1 Carte,
-77:'itrnitedlii Imillionlo-nefrciliTIRTisiii--The Need Line' Board of Directors
Gleason called the boycott Jan. 9 in
instead of the 1.5 million tons the U.S
will meet Monday at 12 noon at
retaliation for the Soviet military inhad expected to import.
Pagliai's for the monthly board
tervention in Afghanistan, an act that
U.S. Trade Representative Reubin
meeting with Groover Parker,
had prompted Carter to halt shipment
Askew said it was the first time Carter
president, presiding.
of 17 million metric tons of wheat and
had used the emergency power
Parker said several important
corn to the Soviet Union.
available
to him under the Trade Act of
business matters regarding the work of
But Gleason's action also blocked
1974.
the Need Line will be discussed and
delivery of another 8 million tons of
—Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
urged each board member to make an
grain that Carter had not stopped.
and presidential counsel Lloyd Cutler
effort to attend the meeting.
About 3 million tons of that grain is
met for two hours with top U.S.
Board members are Wallace
piling up and interfering with shipOlympic Committee officials to discuss
Baggett, Helen Hodges, David Roos,
ments of other unrelated cargoes.
the possibility Of a U.S. boycott of the
Frances Shea, C. E. Timberlake, Jo
"We're not lifting it (the boycott) so
Olympic Summer Games in Moscow.
Burkeen, John Dale, Gary Haverstock,
far," Gleason said Friday, adding that
—U.S. efforts to bolster Pakistan
Marie Holton, Lennis Hale, Theron
the boycott would continue at least until
continued
on
several
fronts
Riley, Betty Boster, Walter Mischke,
Monday. One administration official,
Congressi
onal
leaders
agreed
to
speed
Jr., Euple Ward, Marvin Harris, Annie
who asked not to be named, called
up the timetable that would allow the
Nance, Brent Manning, Dan Boaz,
Gleason's decision "short-sighted."
administration to resume economic and
William Hornbuckle, and Parker.
Gleason's 80,000 longshoremen, who
military aid as early as next month.

Electric System To Follow
Model Procurement Code

NEW AMBULANCE SERVICE QUARTERS — The Murray
-Calloway County Hospital Ambulance Service is now occupying its nevi headquarters at 805 Poplar St. Three
new ambulances have been ordered for the service,
which aas begun
Jan. 1 after the contract with Mercy Ambulance Service
expired. The telephone number for the service, 753-9332,
remains
the same.

0— The Great Train Robbery

Phone Number Only Remaining
Problem For Ambulance Service
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
Only one major problem — public
awareness of the telephone number —
remains two and one-half weeks after
the inception of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Ambulance Service.
According to Jerry Gorrell, ambulance service director, many people
have been uncertain of the number for
the service "People are aware that the
ambulance service has been transferred to the hospital," Gorrell said.
"However, when the occasion arises for
them to need an ambulance, many have
called the hospital or the 911 emergency

1

number.
"Since the 9ft number is not countywide, ambulance calls are not taken
at that number," he stated. "It only
applies to city police and fire calls, not
the ambulance, the county sheriff or the
Murray-Calloway County Rescue
Squad."
The number for the ambulance, 753.9332, has remained the same as is listed
in the telephone book for Mercy
Ambulance Service, the private firm
which operated the local ambulance
service until its contract expired Dec.
31, 1979._
At that time, tilt hospital accepted

the service on a one-year emergency
basis with the city and the county
agreeing to subsidize its operation. The
split was agreed to on a 60-40 basis,
which was the arrangement with Mercy
Ambulance, with the county paying
$54,000 and the city paying $36,000.
Other conditions of the acceptance
included the furnishing of three ambulances by the city and county and the
placing of a referendum for an ambulance tax on the May ballot.
The three ambulances are on order,
according to Gorrell, and are scheduled
to arrive the middle of February. The
service is presently leasing two ambulances from the Angels of Mercy
Ambulance Service in Paducah.
Two of the new ambulances will be
modular-type with basic life-support
equipment, while the other will be a van
with basic life-support equipment and
some extrication devices to conform to
1980 state and, federal ambulance
regulations.
By The Associated Press
The other ministers are the Revs.
Radio and telephone equipment at the
Four black ministers from Houston
Bobby Mills, J.P. Paley and Don Lee
hope to meet with Iran's Ayatollah
Everett. The group is scheduled to. ambulance service's new office at 805
Poplar St. is duplicated at the hospital
Ruhollah Khomeini today to try conleave Iran on Sunday.
emergency room to enable the
vincing him to free the 50 American
U.N. diplomats were meeting
emergency room staff to take calls for
hostages at the U.S. Embassy in
privately in New York, meanwhile, to
the service if ambulance attendants are
To_hsaresthere.aIsoias_report..the... devise.(ompromises% lbey.baDed
outoff
ministers would be allowed to visit the
twitsthey s'arestiss tire —
result in release of the hostages. Among
emergency room.
Americans, now in their 77th day of
the ideas said to be under discussion
Addijohonal communication equipcaptivity.
were plans for a U.N. commission to
ment Co facilitate this operation has
"We're going to suggest a plan for
investigate Iranian allegations of mass
also beesibordered.
releasing the hostages," the Rev. Gene
murder and torture against deposed
This communication system has
A. Moore, a Baptist, said Friday in a
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, now
enhanced the coordination of the
telephone interview
living in Panama.
with The
emergency room staff and the staff of
Associated Press, before he left for
U.S. officials say they would agree to
the ambulance service, according to
Qom, Khomeini's headquarters city 100
such an inquiry, but only after the
hospital administrator Stuart Poston
miles south of Tehran.
hostages have been freed. Iranian
"Being a part of the same organization
He said Moslem militants holding the
Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
has seemed to help the two to work
embassy told him Khomeini would
on Friday reiterated Iran's position
together as more of a team," Poston
meet only with spiritual leaders.
that the hostages will not be released
said.
"We're dealing with him on a
until the shah and his "stolen money"
The billing for the service, which
spiritual level because it is a spiritual
are returned to Iran.
employs 10 full-time and two part-time
crisis rather than a political one."
At a news conference reported by
ambulance attendants, is done through
Moore said. He declined to discuss
Tehran Radio, Ghotbzadeh said U.N.
the hospital office.
details of his group's proposal to free
Secretary-General Kurt Walciheim had
the hostages.
promised to help form such a comTelevision reporter Steve Maids of
mission, but had been "thwarted" by
station KAFtK, Little Rock, Ark., said
the United States.
One Section-12 Pages
the ministers told him in a telephone
"He hasn't done so yet and there's no
Aces
interview that they had received
more to discuss" Ghotbzadeh said.
Business Page
3
permission to visit the captives. His
Waidheirn was flying to New Delhi
Classifieds
10.11
report could not be confirmed. The
today to open a U.N. conference. His
Comics
10
ministers said earlier in the week their
spokesman denied the U.N. chief would
Crossword
10
requests to hold religious services for
visit Tehran before returning to New
Dear Abby
2
the hostages had been turned down.
Deaths & Funerals
York on Wednesday.
12
Dr. Lamb
2
By KRISTIN GOFF
Fins & Feathers
8,9
AP Business Writer
1 Ioroscopes
2,7
NEW YORK {AP) — Analysts have
Local Scene
2
long since stopped talking about such
Opinion Page ,
4
economic
fundamentals as inflation
Sports
5,6
and loss of confidence in the dollar
when explaining what's happening to
gold.
Tickets for the 43rd annual "Campus
each and groups of more than 25 for
The bullion market is "absolutely
Lights" student, musical comedy
12.50 each.
nuts," commented we harried trader
production at Murray State University
Written, performed, and directed by
as the price of a troy ounce of gold leapFeb. 7-10 will go on sale to the public on
students, "Campus Lights" is sponBecoming partly sunny today.
frogged past $800 only two days after it
Wednesday, Jan. 23.
sored by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Mild with highs in the low to mid
broke the 6700-an-ounce barrier.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman of
music fraternity on the campus.
50s. Cloudy with a chance of rain
"They have predicted the death of the
the Department of Music, said tickets
Proceeds go into a scholarship fund for
tonight. Lows in the upper 30s.
world 10 times over," said another,
are $3.50 each, with all seats reserved.
incoming music students. About $2,500
Rain likely Sunday. Highs in the
alluding,to political and economic fears
They will be on sale in the Student
from the 1979 show was used for
mid to upper 40s.
arising out of turmoil in the oil-rich
Center from 9 a.m. to 4,p.m. Monday
scholarships.
Winds...east to northeast 5 to 10
area of Middle East.
through Friday.
Greg Bingman, Carmi, Ill., senior
miles an hour today becoming
While such statements in the heat of
Mail orders should include a stammusic education major, heads a
easterly tonight.
trading exaggerate the situation, the
ped, self-addressed envelope with a
company of about 150 students as
The probability of precipitation
latest rush to gold does appear to have
check for the proper amount made out
director of this year's show. Reichmuth
is 30 percent tonight and 60
its underpirusings in a crisis atto Campus Lights and be sent to: Dr.
is the faculty adviser for the producpercent Sunday.
mosphere that has developed since
Roger
Reichmuth,
Chairman;
tion.
Ky Extended Forecast
Iranians took hostages at the U.S.
Department of Music, Murray State
A campfil traditidirSinc'e iis Initiation
'Raiff ending Monday, Heart/1g
embassy in Tehran Nov. 4: - Unftressiiy, Murray, Ky., 42071.
in 1938, "Campus Lights" has become
Tuesday and it will be partly
More recently, the Soviet invasion of
Special group rates are available for
widely known across the country as one
cloudy Wednesday.
Afghanistan and the fear in the West
tickets purchased in advance. Groups
of the best shows of its type on the
that the Soviets may attempt to flex
of 10 to 25 may purchase tickets for 63
nation's campuses
their muscles elsewhere in the Persian

Black Houston Ministers
Hope To Meet Khomeini

Union Leader's Decision
Leaves Grain Piled Up

Need Line Board
Of Directors To
Meet Monday

reen 0 Sullivan 1953

-4=83

today's index

,
41

ma+

Fundamentals No Longer Used
When Discussing Bullion Market

Tickets For'Campus Lights'
To Go On Sale Wednesday

partly sunny

•

•

Gulf region and Yugoslavia have added
enormously to international tension.
Analysts argue, that the rapid increase in the price of gold, is a
barometer of that tension. In the Middle
East it appears that many people are
moving their assets into gold, a
traditional haven in times of war and
political unrest.
While Americans and Europeans, for
instance, don't face the same direct
threat of governmental upheaval,
gold's big price jumps along with the
U.S.-Soviet
confrontation
over
Afghanistan have had a snowballing
effect among buyers in countries
around the world, analysts say.
Forecasting price movements of gold
is even mo& difficult that predicting
mid year's inflation. On both accounts
economists were wildly wrong last
year. Even the most enthusiastic gold
bugs did not envision gold's startling
criFe jump.
It to-ok a Cull year — from July 1978 to
July 1979 -- for gold's price to rise from
$200 to $300 an ounce. But the price has
spiralled since then.

In other business developments this
past week:
—The recession that was predicted
for 1979 never materialized, according
to government figures showing the
economy 2.3 percent during the year.
For the fourth quarter of the year, the
Gross National Product rose by 1.4
percent, after adjustment for inflation.
That was somewhat less than
economist expected, leading some to
predict that the longpresticted recession
is actually coming in early 1980.
—President Carter backed a $1.23
billion plan for an allUnited States oil
pipeline connecting Port Angeles,
Wash., with the upper Midwest.
—US. crude oil production and
gasoline consumption fell in the United
States last year because of rising gas
prices and government fuel economy
standards on new cars, according to
estimates of the American Petroleum
Institute. The industry group etruess-.1
that 1.1.S. enede oil production fell-by 2.2
percent to an estimated 8.5 million
barrels of oil a day last year, down from
6.7 Million in
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munity Calendar
Saturday.Jan. 19
Opera, "Rigoletto" by Verdi
will be broadcast over WKMSFM Radio, Murray State
University, starting at 12:30
p.m.

Saturday,Jan. 19
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Restaurant.
Sunday,Jan.20
Special Day of the Month
Program will be held at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church
at 3 p.m. with the Rev.
Richard Drew as speaker.

Monday,Jan.21
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at Big Joe's
Restaurant, Highway 121
North, at 7:30 p.m.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Helen
Cole at 1 p.m.

Scottish Rite from Memphis. Tenn.. will aesent the
play. "Rose On The Altar" at
Cottage Grove School at 7 p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Su
r will be served at 6 p.m.
and all Master Masons are • Senior
cello recital by at the University Branch of
invited.
• Jenker Downing Reichmuth, the Bank of Murray.
Murray, will be held at 2 p.m.
Farewell luncheon for Dean in the Recital
Hall of the Fine
Medical Explorer Post 803
Donald B. Hunter will be held Arts
Annex, Murray State of Murray-Calloway County
at the Student Center, Murray University.
This is free and Hospital will meet from 7 to 9
State UllIcerstt, at 12 noon.
open to the public.
p.m. in the private dining
For reservations call 762-3817
room
of the hospital cafeteria.
by Frula noon.
Carolyn Circle of Hazel This is open to any student, 15
rounding United Methodist Church will to 21, who is interested in a
Square and
dancing will be held at 7:30 meet at the home of Beauton career in health care field.
p.m, at the Woodmen of the Hart at 7 p.m.
World Hall
Theta Department of
Cindy Baggett, Paducah, Murray Woman's Club will
will present her piano recital meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
Chapter
of _.PEO at 3:30 p.m.
M
in the Recital house with Gilbert Sears as
Sisterhood will have a 12 noon
Hall, Fine, Arts Annex, speaker.
—Tuliehe-on at the home of Mrs.
Murray State University. This
John E. O'Brien, Allen Dale
is free and open to the public.
Parents Anonymous will
Drive. Murray, with Mrs.
meet at 7:15 p.m. ForMJames Parker as chairman of
Monday.Jan.21
formation call 759-1792.
the observance of Founders
Golden Circle Class of
Day.
Membrial'Baptist Church will
Recovery, Inc.. will meet at
meet
with
Ka
p.m. at the Health'Center,
'7:30
Y
Outland
at
7
Murray State basketball
p.m.
North Seventh and Olive
will feature the lady Racers
Streets, Murray. For inat 5:15 p.m. and the Men
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free formation call 753-6333.
Racers at 7:30 p.m., both and Accepted
Masons will
against Middle
Tennessee meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge
Singles Unlimited will meet
State University. at the MSU hall.
7 p.m. at the social hall of
at
Sports Arena.
Boating
Skills
and the First United Methodist
Seamanship Course will be Church. This is open to all
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
offered by the Murray Flotilla persons over 18 years of age
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
of the U. S. Coast Guard who are single due to death,
Pavvillion, College Farm
Auxiliary starting at 7 p.m. in divorce, or never having been
Road. This is a support group
Room 105, Carr Health married.
for families and friends of
Building, Murray State
alcoholics and for information
University. For information
Ladies Barbershop Harcall 437-4229.
mony Group will meet at 7
call 753-2234.
p.m. at the First Christian
Church Educational Building.
This is open to all interested
women and persons do not
have to be able to read music.

IT'S
YOUR LIFE

Murray High School Tr Alpha will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Exhibits in textile arts and
sculpture from Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, flI., will be on display
through Feb. 3 at the Clara
Eagle Gallery, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.at
the Hazel Community Center
with lunch to be served at
11:45 a.m.
Meals for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly will
be served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Community Center.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of First Baptist Church will
meet with Linda Wright at 9
a.m.

So, don't risk it foolishly. Be
careful when installing a television or CB antenna. Contact
with an overhead line can cause
injury or death. Be safe.

UZI

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative-Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

Seaday Matinee • MI
All Sesta $1.14
(Essepi Star Trek)
Program tale - 7134314
7 OR. 9 25
• 2 o0Swl
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Senior. Citizens Groups will
meet as follows:' Dexter at
Frusces Drake
Dexter Center, Hazel at Hazel
Center, and Murray at Ellis
FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 20, 080
Center, all at 10 a.m., and
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
Nutrition Program for the
What kind of day will
I May 21 to June 20) ibir Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Elderly at Douglas Center at tomorrow be? To findRitit what
A close one may want to
Seeking the advice of others
12 noon.
the stars say, read the
re a career matter only purchase an item of which you
forecast given for your birth
complicates
matters. disapprove. Find a way to
Organizational meeting of Sign.
Opposing viewpoints mean come to an agreement about
scuba diving basic cerjoint expenditures.
little will be accomplished.
tification courses will be at 7 ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 TA CANCER
PLSCF-S
p.m. in Room S104, Applied
You seem pulled in two (June 21 to July 22) 49
0 (Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Science Building. Murray
directions. Part of you wishes
Tiny dissensions make their
Listen
carefully,
or
State University. For in- peace, quiet and
escape, but a
misunderstandings will result. presence felt at a social
formation call 762-6831 or 762- nagging conscience
asks you Someone you take for granted function. Find a way to mingle
3394.
to work.
is serious about what they say. without getting involved in
unnecessary hassles.
TAURUS
Avoid disputes.
Opera Workshop will be held.
• Apr. 20 to May 20)
LEO
at the Farrell Recital Hall,
YOU BORN TODAY are
Don't expect others to do (July 23 to Aug. 22)
sensitive and idealistic. More
Fine Arts Center, Murray. things your way if
A
involved in
difference of opinion'could
sensitive than the typical
State University, with per- a group activity. It's one of arise over
finances. Not a time
member of your sign.
formances at 8:15 p.m. This is those' days when you're to insist on your own
way.
,
free and open to the public.
overruled.
Protect health from overindulgence.
VIRGO
Aug, 23 to Sept. 22)
Allow close allies plenty of
space to do their thing, yet if
others want to include you, be
agreeable and cooperative.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Don't push beyond your
By Abigail Van Buren
limits. A time when you could
overtire yourself. However,
avoid the obverse reaction,
which is laziness.

XCZ

4124g

110S1

1:)eox-A611.

She's Jiving
Them Crazy

DEAR ABBY: I recen,ed a phone call yesteday from my
sister-in-law who returned last week from a trip to the
Orient.
She said, "I brought you a gift - when can you come over
and pick it up?
Abby, we both drive, and it's no easier for me to pick it up
than it is for her to delRer it.
I don't like misunderstandings or ill_ feelings with
relatives, so I went over and picked it up. Not that it matters, hut it was some cheap little thing imade in Hong Kongi
that you see in every gift shop in town.
My husband said I was foolish to have picked it up -I
should have just let it sit over there until SHE deliyer-ediT1What do you think?
STEAMED IN PHOENIX
DEAR STEAMED: To have let the gift "sit there" indefinitely would have made an awkward situation worse.
DEAR ABBY:lam an 18 year-old freshman in college and
I live at home. My 18-year old boyfriend and I like to lie on
the couch and watch TV and sometimes just nap.
My Mom says fr embarrasses her and makes her feel uncomfortable when we do this. She says it is not proper or in
good taste, and it could cause sexual temptations.
She says it's OK to he on the floor next to each other, but
not "snuggled up.I think Mom is over concerned,and at my age I should be
able to make the decision to snuggle up on the couch with
my boyfriend if I want to. I have a nice boyfriend and my
family approves of him.
What do you think about the couch, Abby?
SNUGGLE BUG
DEAR SNUGGLE: I think you and your Mom are both
right. Snuggling up on the couch could cause sexual temptations. And at 18 you are old enough to make your own decisions. But out of consideration to your mother, refrain from
doing anything that will embarrass her.
DEAR ABBY: It is so difficult to know what is morally
right and what is morallyt,rong these days. What use to be
0:; yTers ago is suddenhf
a
person supposed to know thlw to behave?
PERPLEXED IN PISMO BEACH
DEAR PERPLEXED: Let year conscience be your
inbie.
Strangely enough, we now have about 20 million law.trying
to enforce the Ten Commandments.

excess pJureig out of adrenaline _JI/ be caused from a low
blood sugar.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 3-ti
Low Blood Sugar Hypogb,
cemia It will give you nur.
information on the different
_causes and what can be di: .
about controlling it. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long.
stamped, self-addressed envelope for. it. Send your rei vest
to me. in care of this n? A spa
per, P.0. Box 1551, Radio
Station, New York NY 14.111g'
There isn't redly a ttgiudi
diabetic diet bit it's true that
you should avoid sweets fq•
both condition; I'm niit
surprised that carrot wiin t
help you. The imount of gi
cose that would be released
from the :arrot is relato,TI,
small and O would take a long
time for it to be digested h,
your stomach and moved into
your small intestine. Friirti
there, it's gradually absorbed
into the bloodstream.
There's very good evidence
that, even in a diabetic, eating
-aw fruits and vegetables will
not raise the level of the blood
sugar. That's because of alt.
very slow digestive process
Of course, it's important t,,
find out why you have hy.p.,
glycemia, if in fact that is the
correct diagnosis in your case
That has a lot to do with
deciding what kind of treat.
ment a person should have If
it's simple reactive hypoglycemia, the kind of symptoms
that follow after eating a
meal, particularly if it contains a lot of starch or sweets
then diet management will
usually do the trick. In other
forms of low blood sugar, the
blood glucose level may be
low in the fasting state. This is
usually caused by something
other than the dietary pattern

SUNDAY 11.
BUFFET

-FIVE MEATS-SALAD BAR-SIX VEGETABLES-THREE DESSERTS-HOT DINNER ROLLSAND CORNBREAD-

SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
A friend with a take-charge
DEAR ABBY:.After being a very lonely widower for four attitude could irk you. If you
years, Dad married last year. He is 87 and in good health. voice displeasure, you could
His wife II'll call her Nlaria! is 80. Maria is good-natured, disrupt a social -gathering.
pleasant, and not a stupid woman, but she is a non-stop., SAGITrARIUS
talker. This woman can talk indefinitely unless someone (Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
Avoid disagreements with
rudely interrupts her and takes over. I I clocked her once,
and she talked incessantly for an hour and 55 minutes!)
family about career Matters.
Everyone in the famft. has run out of excuses to avoid be- Someone may complain about
ing in Maria's compan:.. which means staying away from the costs of running a
Dad. too.
household. Seek harmony.
We passed up ThanKsgiving and Christmas'with Dad. CAPRICORN
because we couldn't take Maria.
•
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
She does make a nice home for Dad, and being a rather
You could be easily drawn

DEAR ANONYMOl SLY: Nothing in this life is free. If
you want to give your hither the pleasure of your company
land you should), the price is tolerating Maria.
Non-stop talkers usually talk compulsively because
silence embarrasses them. Don't hesitate to break in and
good-humoredly ask Maria to yield the floor to someone
else. Don't let a talkative woman deprive your lather of the
company of his children.

They're
Still Going
STRONG!
STEVE MARTIN

Aalloway AR
Plans Meet
here Monday

County
Calloway
Association .For Retarded
Citizens is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Special
Education Building, MUrray
State University.

Fifth film of International
Film Festival, "Ballad of A
„Soldier," a Russian film, will
be shown at 1:30 p.m. and 7
p.m. at the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
- University. A speaker and
panel will be featured at the
evening performance. This is
free and open to the public.

Lawrence t. Lamb,M.D.

out any symptoms. That
DEAR DR. LAMB
Please send me some infor- seems to be particularly true
mation on hypoglycemia. in tr.t4IviduaLs in good physical
General board meeting of
After a five-hour sugar toler- condition. .
Christian
the
Women's
Another part of the problem
ance test, my blood sugar was
(1
Fellowship of First Christian
42, 49 and 45. My doctor put IS that a lot of the symptoms
Church will be at the church
me on a diabetic diet. I get attributed to low blood sugar
very shaky and cannot con- can be caused by other medi-library
er-h-ungry---eal-eonditions-as.•
refltrate- when
and sometimes or awhile ety. That's why the diagnosis
Eva Wall Mission Group of
after I eat. Eating a raw car- shouldn't be made on syrnpMemorial Baptist Church will
rot doesn't help the shakes. toms alone
meet with Lalla Boyd at 2 p.m.
The Calloway County Pleasetell me what you can . For both of these reasons, a
about hypoglycemia and%end
Association for Retarded
clinical diagnosis of low blood
me some more information.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of Citizens will meet
sugar is usually not made
Monday,
DEAR
READER
- HypoFirst United Methodist Jan. 21, at 7:30
p.m. in Room glycemia, which most people unless the person's blood gluChurch will be at Sirloin 323 of the Special
Education call low blood sugar. is one of cose is low at the,same time
Stockade at 7 a.m
Building, Murray State the most misunderstood and he has typical symptoms.
overdiagnosed conditions
Shakiness, an inability to
University.
Mothers' Morning Out will
concentrate, sweating, rapid
Lowell
Palmer, vice today.
Part of the problem sterns heart rate are all symptoms
be at 9 a.m,at the First United' president, urges
all meMbers from the fact that normal that can be associated with
Methodist Church.
and interested persons to healthy people can have a rel- the excess formation of adreatively low blood sugar with- naline by your body. The
Murray TOPS (take off attend.
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.

' We feel slightly guilty for not seeing Dad because of his
wife, but _we-don't knosi, how else to handle it.. Any sugges
tions?
This letter is signeo by his two daughters and their
husbands.
-ANONYMbLY-YOURS

Tuesday,Jan.22
Suburban Homemaker?
Club will meet with Sue
Adams at 7 p.m.

Low blood sugar

Tuesday,Jan.22
Murray-Calloway Connty
Senior Citizens Board meeting
will be held at 3 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Office, 106
North Fourth Street.

Need Line Board of
Directors 41 meet at 12 noon
at Pagliai's. All board
members are urged to attend
as important items will be
discussed.

1,

Murray hires the Jerk! it's net
just fussy - its may,
crazy, Mid, way-set
fen!

Tuesday,Jan.22
Bibe Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of John
Pasco, Sr., 306 North 14th
Street, at 7 p.m.

nVet-

(menu changes weekly)

'3.95
'2.50

ADULT
CHILDREN
(12 and under)

sense in trying to conVince
those who already have their .
minds made up.

DAEOTAFEENIM

)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

HAWAII
Waikiki Wonderland
March 5-12
MSU Alumni Assn. &
Baseball Team Fans
go root for the "home team" in
Honolulu. Tour includes air fair, hotels,
transfers and city tour (other tours optional)
Outrigger Surf or Outrigger West Hotels
Twin Occupancy
Triple Occupancy
Single Occupancy

8722
713
1821

Per Persom From Memphis
Per Person From Memphis

Tour Escorted from Memphis

Per Person From Memphis

Coll MSU Alumni Assn. Sparks Hall

7624137
le lath ban geserv ation

•
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Munay Business News Briefs
Requarth Completes
Broker Requirements;
McConnell Passes Test

A
her

Kay Roberts, owner- and
manager of Roberts Realty.
has announced that Anna
Requarth has completed all
requirements to become a
broker and Sharon McConnell
has passed the Kentucky Real
Kstate Examination.
Both are employed by
Roberts Realty.
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'Stock Market Bounces
Around Erractically

Requarth is a Murray High
School graduate and attended
Murray Ste University.
Presently, she is vice
president of the MurrayCalloway County Board of
Realtors and serves on the
board of directors. Requarth
also is an active member in
the Cherry Corner Baptist
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PASCHALL TRUCK LINES Pyesident and General Manager luny Waller present
ed 14 drivers with safe driving awards
at a recent Drivers Breakfast and Safety meeting held at the Murray Holiday Inn. Drivers
are, left to right, front row,
Carmen DeAngelo,Frank Holley,Thomas Dodd,Eddie Moore. Elbert Charles
, Jr.,Robert Gulledge, Larry Flood and Mr.
Waller; back row, Enlow Gamlin, James Hudgins, Hugh Orr, Robert Max
Orr,Gary Brown,Gary Ray, Randy Sturdivant.
Each driver was presented with $100 cash, a safe driving label pin with
the number of years of safe driving engraved on it
and an 8x12 safe driving certificate. The awards are made on the basis
of 12 months of safe driving. Three drivers,
DeAngelo, Flood and Charles, received four-year pins and awards. The
drivers represent more than 50 years service and
P-2 million miles. Paschall Truck Lines is a common carrier serving
Murray and west Kentucky from Nashville, Memphis, St. Louis and Louisville.
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Gold Price Climbs To $823 An Ounce
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Anna Requarth
We've
Got
the Shield
For your
Lifis•Hrialth•Homis
Car•Farm•Business
LOOlt TO THE 1141E10
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Sharon McConnell
Church. .
Requarth and her husband,
Gerry, reside at 1107 Main St.
They have one daughter, Mrs.
Randal Scott. Requarth's
parents are Mr. and Mts. Hoyt
Roberts, N. 20th St.
McConnell is a 1976 Murray
High graduate. She completed
her real estate education at
Murray State.
S4.is the .datiAter of Mr.
an Mrs. Jerry McConnell,
170 Plainview, and the
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Barnes and Evelyn
McConnell,all of Marion.
McConnell and Requarth
invite anyone with real estate
needs to contact them at
Roberts Realty.

STATE RESORT PARK
15 miles from Murray Near Aurora, Ky.

Saturday Night Buffet

$525

5:30 to 9:00 p.m.
Carved Beast Round
B.B.Q. Ribs
Catfish
Assorted Vegetables
Deluxe Salad Bar
Drink and Dessert

CHICAGO
i
I,argescale selling by hedgers
before the weekend contributed to sharp price drops
for most grains and soybeans
Friday on the Chicago Board
of Trade. '
Traders said speculators
who bought Thursday during a
significant price rally sold at
the close pushing Soybeans
and other grains lower.
Commission houses also
sold some of their soybean
contracts to take profits after
Thursday's rally, which saw
ppice gains erase losses posted
during the last two weeks
because of the grain embargo
against the Soviets.
At the close, soybeans were
6'2 t09'4 cents lower, January
$6.55; wheat was Ito 354 cents
lower, March $4.5114;
)cOrif
March $2.7314; and oats were
114 to 2 cents lower, March
$1.46.

Noon to 3:00 p.m.
Assorted Country Meats
and Vegetables
Deluxe Salad Bar
Drink and Dessert

the

Congratulations
to
Anna Requarth
Sharon McConnell
Paschall Truck Lines
Jcmie Washer
h

price continued to drive
toward the once unimaginable
$900 mark.
One Zurich broker said
"overwhelming demand from
everywhere is meeting insufficient supplies."
London brokers reported
Bong. Kong gold reached a
Britons : were rushing to sell
record - $832.97 . an ounce,
whatever scraps of gold they
Friday before settling down to have
to cash in on the boom —
close at $810.65.
everything from family
-The speculators have gone" heirlo
oms to rings and
crazy," one London gold
bracelets. A similar condition
dealer said as the metal's
exits in the U.S.

.JAMIE WASHER, Field Representative for the Woodmen of the World Life Insuran
ce
Society, has received the outstanding field representative award for the third consecutive
y
Prese“:.1.6 *r wad
Purattird 11=1,.1c11,- State 114.—•=ger ur the ftleetim
en_.
award was presented at the West Kentucky year-end party in Madisonville and is based on
all around accomplishments in production, persistency, fraternal activity and continu
ing
education. His area manager is Grover Burkett of Murray.
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sider. including the governrnent's report -that t hi,
economy expanded at a I 4
percent annual-. rate, alter.
adjustment for inflation ano
• seasonal factors, in the foin-ti
quarter of lastyear.
The gold price hovered it
the neighborhood of $820-$.4t:t,
an ounce, against $450 atAiut
month ago.
The NYSE's composit,
index edged up .01 to 63.81 At
the
American
Stu Exchange. the market valu,
index was up 1.45 at 264.40.
Volume on The Big Board
came to- 31.81 million share:
with two hours to go Frida3 .

WRAP BOTH YOUR
HOME AND CAR IN
ONE BLANKET
OF PROTECTION,

issued .Friday after commission members were polled.
Frankfort attorney Ben
Fowler, representing A&P.
had filed a motion asking for
the delay, saying the records
subpoenaed by the commission could not be produced
by Monday.
The commission has subpoenaed all books, reCords.
invoices and: *other recor,i
pertaining to the operation
all A&P stores in Kentucky.A&P asked for a 15-da
delay. Claycomb.said no nev
date has been scheduled
the hearing, but said it viou
probably be during the fir-:
full week in February.
Meanwhile, an injurictiw
issued Tuesday by Franklin
Circuit Judge Squire Willian
prohibiting A&P from sellir
milk below the chain's
costs remains in effect.
The dispute centers around a milk war that began in
Louisville and spread to othi.r
parts of Kentticky last week
after A&P lowered some of its
milk prices from $1.99 to $1.59
a gallon.
Other stores also cut their
prices and the Milk Maritetow
Commission
charged
retailers, processors and
farmers were being hurt t)
the action.

The

Murray Insurance
Agency=
753-4751
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Will Run In

Tuesday,January 29th
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We will make every effort to contact all
businesses in order that they may participate :
in this Section. Our deadline for this Section is *
*
Wednesday,January 23rd.
*
*
'
*
If we failed to contact you please give the ad- *
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• EXHIBIT
January
25
through
February 6 will be the dates
for a drawing exhibition by
James M. Jickson, Radcliff.
in the Clara M. Eag10
of the Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University.

Bel-Air Center

Our Annual
Business Er Industry
Progress Salute Section

*

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
The Kentucky Milk Marketing
And Antimonopoly Commission has agreed to postpone a hearing scheduled for
Monday on charges that A&P
Food Stores illegally sold milk
under costs.
Jim Claycomb, executive
secretary of the Mint—
Marketing Commission, said
the order granting a continuation of the hearing, was

offer our

IS

an ounce Friday. Late in the
afternoon, the bank quoted
gold at $808 an ounce, up from
$792 the previous day.
Analysts attributed the drop to
profit taking ahead of the
oeekend.

raised its prime lenduii.' rah.
front 15 to l5'i percvnt
Traders had several other,-

We have an innovative policy called PCP—Personal Comprehensive Protection—from The Continental Insurance Companies. And if you own a
home and a car. PCP offers Ou exceptional value.
Separate policies often mean differing amounts of
protection for you,r car, for your home and for its contents. And separate policies often cost you more, in
time as well as money.
PCP, on the other hand, gives you one amount of
property protection for your home and its contents.
And one amount of liability protection for your car
and home. Plus, PCP gives you the option to include
your hospital, disabiTity income and mortgage life insurance in the same plan.
PCP is easy to understand, efficient and timesaving, and in many cases, more economioal.
Come see us or call. We'll be glad to
show you what PCP can do to make
you—and your property—more secure.
See or Phone
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs
Mike Outland

Hearing On A&P Milk
Prices Is Postponed

Bank of Murray

?S

over tensions in Iran and
Afghanistan, the
metal
reached a record $845 Friday
in trading on the Zurich exchange before closing at $840
an ounce, $109.50 higher than
Thursday's close.
At the New York Commodity Exchange, gold for
.January &livery rose to a
high of $850 before dropping
back to $822,. up $20 from
Thursday's dose. In trading
at Republic National Bank in
New York, gold peaked at $840

Cdeins, So0oan
Prices Drop

—

Sunday Country Buffet
$395

We at

HONG KONG AP) — The
price of gold climbed to $823
an ounce here today after
soaring more than $100 on
European markets in the
biggest singleday leap in the
history of bullion trading.
An troy ounce of gold for
London delivery sold for
$823.67 at the end of Hong
Kong's halfday trading
session today, up $13.02 from
Friday's close. It had opened
at $798.62 an ounce.
Amid growing concerns

NEW YORK APi - The
stock market was mixed
Friday, bouncing around
er-ratically amid inwertainty
over the Soviet Union's plans
in the Middle East and a
prime rate increase at a
major bank.
The Dow Jones average of
30 industrials, off more than 3
points at noontime, was up
2.04 at 865.61 by 2 p.m.
But losers held a 5-3 lean
over gainers among New York
Stock Exchange-listed issues.
Iranian officials were.
quoted Fridaf-as'saying they.
were investigating reports of a
Soviet military buildup along
Afghanistan's border with
Iran.
Meanwhile, the First
National Bank of Chicago
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Inside Report

MAT IRANIANSi
TgErIZE AMERICAN
FARMERS!

Hu% land Evans and Robert No% ak

New Broth, Old Cooks
WASHINGTON — President Carter
has dismantled most. of three years'
foreign policy accumulation in reaction
to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
but a private intercession by a recent
White House guest pointed up his
problem: He is using the architects of
the discredited old policies to shape
drastically different new designs.
The intercession, clearly heard by
more than a score of former high officials of past administrations invited to
the White House on Jan. 8, came from
James R. Schlesinger. Schlesinger has
special credentials as an expert in
national security and Cabinet member
Under Presidents Nixon, Ford and
Carter.
When Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
told the former high officials that the
Soviet invasion was "a test" of
whether "the international community" could muster the strength and

TV'(tshing-tt)n
Today
dir

An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEAFtS
DES MOINES, Iowa (API —
According to the front-runner's handbook, as written for the Ronald Reagan
campaign, the leading candidate for the
Republican presidential nomination
can't spend his time traipsing around
the early primary election states.
That's for his pursuers.
The front-runner, says Reagan's
campaign manager, must watch the big
picture and campaign in all 50 states.
"That's one of the reasons, perhaps,
why you haven't seen us in Iowa as
much as you have some of the other
candidates," John P. Sears said the
other day."We have to be campaigning
around the country, and cannot concentrate on just the early states."
Reagan is campaigning around the
country, but -sparingly.
Sears was in Iowa to be a spokesman
for Reagan as well as a campaign
technician. Since the candidate is,
running a relatively low profile campaign, the manager came to explain
why.
His account begins with the claim
that Reagan has to be campaigning
elsewhere, although that is difficult to
apply to the time the candidate spends
at home in California.
Then, according to Sears,there is the
possibility that Reagan might have
suffered from over-exposure. That
—mail); does not seem"likely in fav
Reagan is making six campaign visits
to the state in advance of the Jan. 21
precinct
caucuses
at
which
Republicans will vote their presidential
preferences.
Most of his visits have been brief.
Reagan will be back Jan. 19 to campaign in three cities, with a statewide
television address from Des Moines as
his finale.
There's little doubt that Reagan
ranks as the best known and most
popular of the Republicans who are
campaigning actively in Iowa. But the
caucuses next Monday will test rival
political organizations before they
measure popularity. It isn't like an
election, with polls open all day long.
The caucuses are neighborhood
political meetings held in the evening,
and the candidates who do best will be
the candidates who get their supporters
to leave -the fireside and get to the
meeting hall.
So, Sears said, the Reagan
organization is hard at work, calling
and canvassing supporters to get them
to the meetings.
"We feel confident and we expect to
win," Sears said Thursday.
Reagan has been here before; his
name and his philosophy are well
known. In 1976, with a once-over-lightly
campaign, Reagan captured 17 of
Iowa's presidential nominating votes to
19 for then-President Gerald Ford.
The low-profile strategy has its
hazards. For Reagan, one is that a
limited campaign can be read as a
concession to his age, a subject his
critics like to emphasize.
Reagan, 68, had a brief retort when
that question was raised in Davenport:
"Want to arm wrestle?"

Bible Thought

fortitude to prevent such. Soviet conduct, Schlesinger rose and said, in
effect: Cy, that's not the test. It's the
leadership of this nation that's being
tested.
•
Schlesinger's intercession obliquely
addressed a question being heard as the
-new foreign policies forced on Jimmy
Carter become visible: Can the same
principals who sponsored and carried
out the now discarded and flawed
policies of the first three Carter years
switch in midstream and look good on a
reverse course? This is not a case of
changing horses in midstream but of
changing streams without changing
horses.
•
Four other guests of Carter voiced
agreement with Schlesinger: John J.
McCloy, the establishment RepublIkan
who goes back to Harry Truman's and
Dwight Eisenhower's administrations;
Donald Rumsfeld, defense secretary
under Jerry Ford; Joseph J. Sisco,
Long-time State Department Mideast
expert; Professor Sam Huntington of
Harvard, close friend of national
security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski.
That many of the most cherished
policies Carter brought to the White
House have been jettisoned, at least for
now, is spectacularly clear. The long,
effort to discourage arms sales to Third
World nations is down the drain,
.flushed there by Pakistan's dire need;
the policy of refusing all arms to
states suspected of building nuclear
weapons has net the same fate for the
same reason; so has the president's
sometimes self-defeating emphasis on
human rights.
Closer to home is the president's
decision("We told him again and again
it just had to be done," said one White
House aide.) to shelve his most important .issue of the first term: the
strategic arms limitation agreement
(SALT II). That installs the despised
Kissingerian "linkage" as high policy.
Aslo gone are early hopes for major
reductions in military spending and top
priority on courtship of the Third
World.
Yet,officials responsible for carrying
out all the old policies remain in place.
A symbolic case in point is the new head
of the Voice of America (VOA), Mary
Bitterman. She was named only weeks
before the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan elevated the VOA- to new
importance as the carrier of news about
Carter's toughened foreign policy.
But Bitterman is an unlikely head of
VOA to perform that new mission.
Presidential aides say she was picked
for only two reasons: her political clout
In Hawaii, where she has headed public

-417'4-support of George McGovern in the 1972
presidential campaisn.
The Bitterman decision symbolizes
the striking changes in U.S. policy
before and after Afghanistan. "She
wouldn't have been considered for the
job if the Soviets had made their move
at that time," one official told us. "It
was just a job then, but now it's one of
Carter's most important."
The same is true of posts throughout
If he has not, they ask, what makes
him stick to his old mentors? These
were the very officials in control for the
three years during which, by his own
testimony, he was so completely misled
by the Soviet Union.
-

Today In History
Today is Saturday, Jan. 19, the 19th
day of 1980. There are 347 days left in
tbe year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 19,1809,Edgar Allan Poe was
born.
On this date:
In 1736, James Watt, inventor of the
steam engine, was born.
In 1807, Robert E. Lee was born.
In 1938, 700 people died as Gen.
Francisco Franco's nationalist air
force bombed the Spanish cities of
Barcelona and Valencia.
In 1945, Russian troops took Cracow,
Poland.
In 1976, during the bloody Lebanese
civil war,a cease-fire was declared, the
Mrd in three and a half months.
Ten years ago, President Richard
Nixon nominated G. Harrold Carswell
as justice of the U.S. Supreme Cogrt.
The nomination was rejected' by the
Senate.
Five years ago, China's newly
published constitution enshrined the
basic doctrines of Mao Tse-Tung.
One year ago,the Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini vowed to return to Iran from
France "at the opportune moment." In

Though I walk in the midst of
trouble, thou wilt revive me: thou
shah
;ft
,«;nr haod against-- the wrath of mine enemies, 2nd thy— --tterhanded he return as— hekd
of
right 'hand shall save me. Psalm
government.
138:7
Today's birthdays: Dolly Parton is
34. Baseball player Jon Matlack is 30.
Thought for today: Don't marry for
lust when we arc sure that all is
lost. .Cod is OW strength and He is
money. You can borrow if cheaper —
with tit always
Scottish proverb.
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Carter's national security bureaucracy
essential to his success in carrying out
14,s toughened new policies. But the
president so far has shown no
awarenessdhat these new policies may
need new principals to run them — men
and women not ideologically committed to a world that the Soviets have
obliterated by taking over Afghanistan.
Many politicians of both parties,
while applauding Carter's belated
moves against Soviet expansion,
believe the president's long lack of
awareness is a portent of deep
problems ahead. They worry that
Carter himself, despite strong talk, has
missed the full import of the Soviet
invasion.

e Copley

News

Service

Looking Back
10 1 ears Ago

20 1 ears Ago)

-

Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president of
Murray State University, has been
named state chairman of the 1970
Easter Seal Campaign.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Maudye Hale, 75, Hafford E. Hay,
Walter G. Koch, 65, Samuel (Pete)
Motheral, 63, and Dave-A. Collie, 77.
Murray High School students have
been selected to participate in the All
State Chorus and Band during the
meeting of the Kentucky Music
Educators Association to be held at
Bowling Green. Named. to.the Chorus
were Judy Adams,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Adams, and Tim McKee,

son of Mr. and Mrs. Aude McKee.
Named to the Band were Robbie
Wilkerson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wilkerson, clarinet, Betty Jo
Ward, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Ward,coronet, and John McKee, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Aude McKee, flute.
Miss Vickie Lynn McGarr, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Victor Learon McGary,
was married to Jimmy Ragsdale,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ragsdale, on Dec.
20 in a ceremony at the home of the
bride's parents.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Pizzarelli on Jan.
15.

Echoes From The Past

By Judy Maupin

Continuing Hog
Killing In Tennessee
way and I have never grown tired of its
real country smoked flavor.
"Dad always said there were two
tunes during the year that your city kin
folks would come to visit you Those
were at hog killing time and when the
garden "came in" about July. Not
being dumb,they always arrived about
three days AFTER hog killing...when
most of the work was finished!
"After having been "country fed" for
two or three days, they would head
home loaded down with backbones,
spare ribs, sausage and aloof of souse.
The return visit in July had a double

This is the last of Mr. Early's account
of hog killing down on the farm in
Tennessee.
"The big job the next day was lard
rendering. All the fat would be cut into
small pieces and placed in a huge cast
iron rendering kettle and cooked over a
fire out in the yard. When the pieces of
fat turned to brown "cracklings" the
lard was put in 50 pound tin -stands."
The cracklings were carefully saved to
be used in making "crackling bread"
which, made according to our family
recipe was a never to be forgotten treat.
"'Then there was the sausage!'. We
saVed irate'eery best,ieaflur
country fed again with new corn, fresh
for sausage. We made our own
seasoning; it was a special blend of , ripe tomatoes and other garden "sass"
but the aged smoked country ham, hot
peppers, sage and other natural spices.
biscuits and red-eye gravy would
Ground and seasoned just right and
disappear faster than a snowball on a
sizzling in the skillet you can smell that
hot stove. They would go back to the
delicious aroma a half mile down wind.
city, again laden with "loot." Of course
We ate some fresh, butthe way we liked
we didn't mind one bit — always glad to
it best was to pack it in cloth pokes and
see them and sorry to see them go.
slow smoke it many days over a
"Now to get back to the meat we
smouldering green hickory wood fire
packed down in the cure. In about three
till it turned a golden brown. I still
or four weeks it was ready to "come
make and smoke sausage this same
up." Removed from the salt and
thoroughly washed, it was hung in the
smoke house for smoking and ageing.
We used then, as now, green hickory
wood chips and sawdust. We kept a slow
smouldering smoke fire going for up to
-six weeks, until the meat was a golden
brown.
"The pokes of sausage were smoked
for only a week or ten days. The mouthwatering smell of Dad's Country
smoked sausage would make any
sleepyhead come bounding out of bed
onto the cold floor, wide awake! And, of
course, that went for the smoked hams
and lean streaked bacon, too.
"In a way, it is sad that "hog killing
time" is almost a thing of the past. To
be able to grow and preserve your own
meat supply for a whole year imparted
a feeling of pride, self reliance and
Independence that is so often lacking in
this modern age. Sure, it took long
hours and hard work. But - to me, at
least • it was worth it."
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It sounds as if Mr. Early is making a
good living from perpetuating for
others the memories of his boyhood,
which is probably as satisfying a way of
earning a living as any I can think of.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
John W. Gardner, the former, leader
of the citizen's lobby Common Cause,
was the first to say this; the sentiment
Is BO appropriate to so many discussion
of education these days that his remark
may beAuoted for many years.
We must have respect for both our
plumbers and our philosophers or
neither our Pipes aor our theories
will bold water.

The Public Housing Adminsitration
today approved a $12,400 loan to the city
of Murray to plan a 62 unit low rent
federal housing program, according to
C,ong. Frank Albert Stubblefield and
Senators Thruston B. Morton and John
Sherman Cooper.
Deaths reported include Ed
Motheral, 75.
During the last quarter of 1959 a total
of 51 births were registered with 16
resident births, according to the
quarterly report released by..R. L.
Cooper, administrative assistant of the
Health Department of Calloway
County. Deaths registered with the
department in the quarter were 23.
Dr. Ralph Crouch, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch of Lynn Grove,
has been appointed as head of,- the

Mathematics Department of the Nets
Mexico A & M University at La!
Cruces, N. M.
Katie Bailey and Mary Leslie Erwin
of Murray High School, Greta Brooks of
Murray College High, Joyce Rudolph,
Pat Owen and Jessie Rowland of
Murray State College, and Mrs.. Edwin
Larson, parent, were members of a
panel discussing "Changing Attitudes
Toward Educational Standards" with
Ruth Cole as moderator at the meeting
of the Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women held
in the home economics department of
Murray State'College.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds
beat the East Tennessee team in a
basketball game with O'Ricrdan .as
high scorer for Murray.
•

3() Years Ago
A meeting was held' Jan. 16 at the
Murray Hospital for the purpose of
forming an organization, the duties of
.which would be to keep the public informed as to the activities and progress,•
of the hospital. Officers elected were
Luther Robertson, Audrey Simmons,
Guy Billington, and Mrs. Garnett
Jones.
Deaths reported include W. S. (Scott)
Fitts, 79, Elmer Flaruiry, 63, and Linda
Gale Tillon, 16 months, the latter from
injuries sustained in an automobile
accident.
"The thermometer fell fast yesterday. Was warm in the morning,sleeting
at supper time," from the column,
H*ar4gnip,.ist

James C. Williams.
Births reported Include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Glen Barnett on Jan. 13, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Rowland on
Jan. 14.
In high school basketball games Lynn
Grove beat Benton, Murray Training
beat New Concord, Farmington beat
Kirksey and Cuba beat Almo. High
team scorers were D. Darnell fcc Lynn
Grove, Baker for Benton, Out:and for
Murray Training, Steel for ,New Concord, Smith for Farmington Usrey for
Kirksey, Laird for Cuba, ar J Hargis for
Almo.
Shoving at the VarsAy Theatre is
"The Judge Steps Jut" starring
4.1exantAei-.11.nasamutAria-Sathent...........

40 1 ears'Ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Jones in the Crossland Community was
destroyed by fire on Jan. 15.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Will F. Poyner, 76, Mrs. Mary Lou
Mobley, James R. Pratt, 48, and
Frederick Hampton, three months.
One hundred and six farmers of
Calloway County will receive certificates for having achieved the Cover
Crop Honor Roll for 1939.
-The average price for dark tobacco
on the Murray Market on Jan. 17 was
88.58, highest in the area markets
Dr. James H. Richmond, president of
Murray State Teachers College,
predicted today that the college
enrollment for the spring semester
starting Jan. 29 would reach an all time
high of between 1250 and. 1300.
H. J. Fenton, general manager of the
Murray Hosiery Mills, announced
Monday that its total sales to active
accounts amounted to 8195,000 during

1939.
Marriages announced this week
include Katherine Pendergrass to
Perry Grant, and Mary H. Massie to
Dewey Ragsdale on Jan. 9.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. David Valentine on
Jan. 11 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Taylor on Jan. 17.
Serving as cheerleaders at Murray
Training School are Martha Bell Hood.
Mary Virginia Hoffman, and Ben
Miller.
Campus Lights of 1940 will be
presented Feb. 23 at Murray State
-Teachers College by the Phi Mu Alpha
music fraternity with Arved Larsen as
conductor, F. P. Inglis in charge of
skits, John Singleton as stage manager,
and Rex Inglis as business manager.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre Is,....
"The Rains Caine" starring- Myrna
Loy, Tyrone Power, and George Brent.

50 Years Ago
A total enrollment of 1,000 students is
expected for the new term to open Jan.
27 to 28 at Murray State Teachers
College.
Deaths reported during past two
weeks include George Heppner, 59, C.
R. Stubblefield, 80, Mrs. Fannie
Radford, 71, L. D. Bury, 70, J. M.
Sexton, and John Boyd.
The Murray Magazine Club has
raised funds of approximately 82,000 for
a receiving vault at the Murray City
Cemetery. Bids will be taken by the
club at the First National Bank on
Monday.
S. Simon of Hazel has received
papers from the patent office in
Washington, D. C., informing him that
his safety device for airplanes has been
granted a patent right and'steps are
being taken immediately to test the new
.
..
kinventiort.'
Marriages announced this week
include Margaret Kendall to Rollins
Winchester on Dec. 21.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gibbs on
4an. 8, twins, a boy and a girl, to Mr.

and Mrs. Chesley Adams on Jan. 10,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tremon
BaUcum on Jan. 13.
Directors of the First National Bank
are W. H. Finney, A. W. Simmons, Dr.
Ben B. Keys, W. E. Marberry, R. H.
Falwell, John W. Wade, Dr. E. B.
Houston, T. H. Stokes, Dr. C. H. Jones.
and Rainey T. Wells.
Bank of Murray directors are E. S.
Diuguid, M. T. Morris, W. L. Whitnell,
Edd Filbeck, Tremon Beale, W. S.
Swann,T.0.Turner,J. D.Sexton, E. A.
Lassiter, and Ben Grogan.
Directors of the Dees Bank of Hazel
are C. R. Paschall, W. S. Swann; Ben
Grogan, W. F. White, C. T. Allbritten,
and J. M. Marshall.
Serving as directors of the Farmers
Bank of Hazel are H. F. Rose, J. M.
Paschall, H. I. Neely, J. H. Miller, and
E. W. Miter.

nighAiridar fmtriCuirks'AriveTwfirCii-

caused a track washout on the N. C. 8t•
St. 1.. Railway near Elna in Marshall
County receded on Jan. 11 for trains of
the Paducah-Memphis division t6
resume operation over the line throw*"
this area.
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--Sports Writer
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers put on a late fourth
quarter surge to come from
behind to edge the Murray
High Lady Tigers 49-48 Friday
night at the Murray State
Fieldhouse.
Both teams came out in the
opening period setting up their
plays well and playing good
defense but the Lakers were
hampered early by several
turnovers.
The Tigers quickly took
advantage of the Laker
mistakes and led by junior
center Tonya Alexander
Murray held a seven point 10-3
lead midway through the first
period.
The Tigers hot shooting
hand cooled somewhat in the
closing minutes of the quarter
and senior forward Mina-Todd
cut the Tiger lead to seven
with a two pointer for the
Lakers at the end of the first
quarter to make the score 14-7.
Calloway continued to close
the gap throughout the second
TURNING ON THE GAS, Calloway County's Mina
quarter but good team play by
Todd drives for a gap in the Murray defense.
Murray highlighted by Candy
Jackson and Alexander kept within three on a
layup Alexander and Laurie Morgan
the Tigers in the lead.
following a stolen pass but two
increased the Tiger lead to 22Todd brought the Lakers quick buckets by
Murray's 15 late in the quarter.

-

Calloway had batt1ed-I:4er won tielth-Wvo more Oiattto within three in the last f:-((iii the charity stripe.
moments of the half but a lastMurray recaptured the lead
second 25 foot jumper by at 42-41 midway through the
Murray's Starr Jones in- period but Penny Overbey
creased the Tiger lead to 24-19 tole. a Tiger pass and put
at intermission.
Calloway back on top by one.
Both teams came- out in the
The Lakers pushed their
third quarter shooting well lead to three on a basket by
with Murray holding to its Todd but the Tigers quickly
slim lead. Tbdd was shooting took it down court and scored
well for Calloway while the to get back within one with
Tigers-were still being paced 2137 remaining.
by Alexander.
With less than a minute left
The biggest blow against the in the game Murray was again
Tigers came three minutes hampered by fouls, as they
into the period
when had been most of the fourth
Alexander was forced to leave perios.
the game with a sore ankle.
Calloway scored its final
The Tiger center returned to two points of the night by way
action in the last two minutes if a Murray High technical
of the quarter but her foul with only :26 seconds
presence was definitely remaining.
missed by Murray as they
Trailing 49-46 Murray again
went in to a stall offense for made it a one point game on a
the last half of the third stanza tip-in by Alexander with :16
and ended the period holding seconds left.
to a 38-32 lead.
After the Leiters missed a
In the opening minutes of foul shot Murray brought the
the final period two quick ball upcourt but fell victim to
buckets by Calloway cut the another foul giving the Tigers
Tiger lead to two at 40-38.
another shot at the charity
Laker forward Todd then stripe with :03 seconds
cut the lead to one with a free remaining. The foul shot
wasthrow. Kim Willie put the missed as time expired
Lakers ahead for the first time preserving a 49-48 come from
since the game's opening behind win for the Lakers.

-head--eebeiv David
Elliot praised the Tigers and
said that he was surprised to
see his team come out on top.
"Rick Murray coach Rick
Fisher did a heck of a job
preparing his girls fortonight.
I thought that Murray
deserved
to
win
the
ballgame," Elliot said.
,
"They outplayed us and out
hustled us." The Laker boss
added. "We were just lucky to
come up with the win."
Elliot did show some admiration for the way his team
came from behind to win.
"We showed a lot of class
coming back the way we did,"
he said. "We've got some
pride and it showed tonight."
Mina Todd topped all
scorers recording 27 points
while Tonya Alexander led the
scoring for Murray .with 26
points.
The Lady Lakers are now
sporting a 13-1 record while
the Lady Tigers record Stands
at 9-4,
SCORING
Calloway 149) — Todd 27,
Willie 10, Miller 6, Overbey 4.
Hoke 2. .
Murray (481 — Alexander
26, Russell 10, S. Jones 4,
Morgan 4, V. Jones 2, Fox 2.

Hooker Still Sidelined

By DAVID HIBBITIS
Sports Editor
Winning at home has
become
an
undeniable
necessity for Murray State to
remain in contention for-the
Ohio Valley Conference
championship, especially
after its loss at Western
Kentucky Thursday night.
The loss at Western could
have almost been expected
when the season started, but a
win over Middle Tennessee in
tonight's 7:30 game was also
expected. It is not such a safe
assumption now.
The shadow which hung
over the loss at Western
lingers as forward Gary
Hooker remains sidelined
after an operation on the
retina of his eye. Hooker will
not be re-examined for the
final, decision on his return
until Monday when he will
— tettl111_19.M.c.'44"5. "We are gouigIO'
some effort out of somebody
who didn't show it at
Western." Murray coach Ron
Greene said. "Gary wanted to
•
play tonight (Friday).
"This is an important game,
but it's not the end. We need to
win at home.. everybody does.
"Middle's is going to be an
absolute bear. We will have to
play as well as we can play.
"This kid Beck (6-foot-7
sophomore hirward Jerry )
has been really impressive as
a rebounder and as a scorer

inside. We will. put (Allen)
Mann on him.
-We've got to get a_little
more scoring out of Mann and
somebody else. We will have
to play with a lot more intensity,.••
Beck leads.the MTSU Blue
Raiders in scoring i 16.1 points
a game,rebounding (9.6)and
field goal' percentage (55.0).
He was injured in his first
game last year and was lost
for his frestunan season.
MTSU has three ,other
players averaging in doable
figure
scoring
— 6-6
sophomore center Chris

Harris ( 12.0 points as well as
6.1 rebounds), 6-4 senior
forward Leroy Coleman (11.9
points) and 5-10 freshman
guard Pancakes Perry ( 10.4
and an 84.9 free throw percentage).
The Blue Raiders will pose
another balanced attack as a
test of Murray's defensive
quickness and depth.
"Murray State has a great
deal of overall quickness,"
MTSU coach' Stan Simpson
said.
"Their
matchup
possibilities are very tough
everywhere on the court."
Middle Tennessee has won

LOS ANGELES( AP — The
Los Angeles Rams are orphans in the Super Bqwl. In
fact, the Super Bowl was
shunted into the background
Friday, barely 48 hours before
kickoff.
Few of the thousands of
newspapermen and radio and
TV broadcasters who have
descended upon Southern
California to cover the
National Football League
championship are taking the
Rams very seriously. Barely

one-quarter of the writers'
polled thus fAr believe they
will win.
The fact that the team has
already fled Los Angeles to
take up residence about 30
miles to the southeast in
Anaheim (across the street
from Disneyland) has drawn
more attention than the fact
they're playing the Pittsburgh
Steelers on Sunday.
And drawing even More
attention than that at NFL
Commissioner Pete Rozelle's

its last three games, its last
two coming in OVC play, to
enter the game with a 10-5
overall record and a firstplace tie in the conference
with a 2-0 record.
MTSU moved into the tie
with. Western Kentucky with
wins over Tennessee Tech,6562, and Austin Peay, 78-68, at
home"
_.
Women Play At 5:15
The' Murray women will
again be seeking their first
win in OVC action this year
when they play the Middle
Tennessee Lady Raiders in a
5:15 game.

The MTSU womeh also have
a solidly balanced scoring
attack, with five players
averaging in double figures.
They are led by 5-9 freshman
forward Ester Coleman, who
has a 16.9 average.
The Lady Raiders are paced
in rebounding by 6-1
sophomore center Ileana

MURRAY'S TONYA ALEXANDER (31) goes up for two
of her 26 points, one less than Calloway County's Mina
Todd scored. Coincidentally. Murray lost by one point,
49-48.

Portik, a native of Rumania,
with a 7.9 average along with
11.2 points a game. Coleman
averages 7.6 rebounds a
contest.
Middle Tennessee has an 8-6
overall record, including a 5449 win over Western Kentucky.

The . Murray
Anyone who is attending the
State
cheerleaders and Dunker the Murray-MTSU game with
Horse will be available from children can bring them and a
6:15 p.m. until the game and camera to the upper conimmediately afterward for course to pose with the
pictures.
cheerleaders and the mascot.
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Downtown Murray

news conference on Friday down the ladder of tiewere:
breaking steps.
— The possibility that Al
— That the use of instant
Davis, boss of the Oakland replays to aid in officiating is
Raiders, might try to move his highly unlikely, barring any
team into the Memorial major improvements in
Coliseum vacated by the technology.
Rams. Rozelle said he would
Fewer than half a dozen
consider taking action if Davis questions during Rozelle's 75attempts to do so without minute news conference
seeking approval from his which followed brief news
fellow owners.
conference by Super Bowl
— The possibility that coaches Chuck Noll of PittOakland defensive back Jack sburgh and Ray Malavasi of
Tatum rtlight be penalized for Los Angeles) had anything to
admitting in a recent book do with Sunday's game betthat he tackles with intent to ween the Steelers and Rams at
do bodily harm.
the Rose Bowl in Pasadena.
— The fact that Memphis.
In fact, Rozelle admitted he
Birmingham, Jacksonville, was pleased that his
Phoenix, Indianapolis and preplayoff prediction had
Honolulu are among the prime been borne out, that either
candidates for expansion in Pitts6Urgh or Dallas "would
the 1980s (Rozelle said he fall by the wayside," thus
foresees no more than two infusing new faces into the
more franchises being added, championship game, and
bringing the number to 30) averting an instant replay of
and that realignment at that last year's Super Bowl intime is possible,
volving the Steelers and
— That the net-point dif- Cowboys.
ferential, a procedure to
He also said he was
determine playoff teams (it dismayed by the 11-point
put Chicago _in and kept spread in the betting line that
Washington out this season) has Pittsburgh such a heavy
was highly controversial and favorite. "But when I realised
might be dropped further that the sun coming out this

LAS VEGAS, Nev (AP)
Las Vegas bookmakers say
Los Angeles Rams fans are
placing more bets on their
team in the Super Bowl, but
the big money is riding on
Pittsburgh.
One oddsmaker said the
"sentimental money"is on the
Rams, but only in small bets,
mostly in the $20 to poo range,
"The—Ng °errors, those putting
up $5,000 to $10,000 a crack.
are favoring the Steelers.
But many bookies around
town are moaning about the

relatively lackluster performance Super Bowl bettors
are putting forth for the big
game. Most say betting?) is
running behind last year's
total, although some heavy
betting right iffore the game
is expected:
. •
Most Las Vegas books have
lines favoring the Steelers by
10 to 11 points, and oddsmakers -say the wide paint
spread, along'With'the-liams
reputation for mundane
football, have kept the
wagering down.

morning was a threetouchdown underdog I felt
pretty good," the commissioner said, referring to
- the' rain and generally
oyercast weather that has
plagued the area for the past
few weeks.
"The Raiders have not
asked the NFL to consider a
move to Los Angeles," Rozelle
said. "Should they do so, I
would call for a special
meeting," at which the owners
would hear Davis' proposals.

A, HANDS ON THE BALL as Calloway County's Kim
Willie (25) and Mina Todd (23)tug against on obscured
Murray player for a rebound in last night's game.

Order your
choice of these
great meals
and get another
meallust like it
for only 75V!

•

Chopped Steak

$2.49

79(

•
•

Meals include Baked Potato or French Fries,

•

& Stockade Toast.

•
•
•

All-You-Can-Eat SOUP'N SA1AD BAR, just 99t with
each meal.

•
•
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144alitiy win Keep You Comin'Back:

Bel Air Shopping Center
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Tiger Boys Break Out Early,
Take 76-59 Win Over Calloway
, oach Cary Miller said. "We
happened to execute better
than we did earlier( in the first
quarter).
-We changed our defense to
a 1-3-1 (zone)and we handled

be sonic changes.
"It's ridiculous to be embarassed three, games in a
row. We continue to make the
same mistakes. I am very,
very disappointed in our

went to at the end of the first
the season,at Murray State.
The Murray Tigers, led by quarter)fairly well.
their guard tandem of Howie
• •I arts pretty pleased
Crittenden and Todd Brad- overall."
shaw, broke out to a 32-15
In Calloway County's
second-quarter lead and never dressing room, the mood was
looked back. The two scored 25 somber. Coach Chic Nute was
and 21 points, respectively, as sitting with a few- of his
Murray.took a 76-59 decision players as they packed and
that was not as close as the talked quietly. Nute was not at
all happy and he expressed his
final score might indicate.
The two teams started disappointment openly.
slowly as Calloway matched
"The thing that hurt us the
Murray with some good most was that we did not want
outside shooting and its ability it as bad," he said. -Their
to,get the ball in.takplunpft. guards hurt us with their
forward Jeff Garrison. But SheotIng. We did not play Vied
countering Calloway in the defense on them.
first quarter, as the two teams
"Our press has been good to
tried to find their tempo, was us most of the year. We
Bradshaw with some slick started reaching instead of
playing defense with our feet.
passing and six points. .
Crittenden did not get We would come back and
cranked up until the second make a mental mistake and
quarter. But when he did, he take ourselves right out of it.
scored eight points in that
"We have had three poor
games in a row. We are going
period for a 10-point half.
"Our guards played an to do a lot of soul searching.
exceptional game," Murray There are definitely going to

Despite Nute's disap-.
pointment, Calloway County
did manage to shoot 45.1
percent for the game compared to Murray's 59percent.
Crittenden and Bradshaw
hit over 70 percent between
them (17-of-24) while making
all 12 of their free throw attempts.
Bradshaw also picked up
four assists on pinpoint passes
and four steals. Crittenden
added seven rebounds to his
usual scoring night.
The win was Murray's
second—Straight for a 9-5
season record while Calloway
dipped to 2-12.
SCORE BY QUARTERS
Murray .
15 21 21 19 76
Calloway
11 12 14 22 59
SCORING
Murray (741)- Bradshaw 7
7-7 21, Crittenden 10 5-5 25,
Swift 2 1-2 5, Lattc; 2 3-4 7,
Daniels 2 3-5 7, Roberts 1 2-24,
McMillen 1 1-3 3, Alexander 0
2,-2 2.

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
The anticipated intensity of
the Murray-Calloway County
basketball rivalry never
materialized last night in the

HOWIE CRITTENDEN (22) is a little off balance on this shot but he hit 10 of 14 at.tempts ond scorod 25 pointe_ior the game.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Friday's High School Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
Fridays Girls Games
Southern Ky Classic
Russell Co60 Clinton Co 59
Lady Kat Invitatimal
Franklin Co 81 Pulaski Co 51
Paris 61 Assumption 56
•
Girls
Bullitt Cent 6.5 N Bullitt 28
E Hardm 53 Fort Knox 51
Fartindale Chris 36 Evangel 32
Lou Manual 90 Iroquois 45
Notre Dame 62 Angela Merici 42
Presentation 63 Pleasure Ridge 44
Sacred Heart 79 Westport 57
Tho Jefferson 47 Seneca 43
Valley 36 Waggener 34
Lou Western 56 Durrett 30
Knox Cent 43 Harlan 37
Washington Co 62 Nelson Co 50
Russell 56 Greenup Co 33
CALLAWAY 49 MURRAY 48
Ft Campbell 54 Providence 40
Adairville 43 Lewisburg 38
Fulton Co 53 Felton 30
Lewes 82 Farmington 12
Fancy Farm 52 Palmersylle Tess 49
Whitley Co 55 Corbin 50
Boys
Louisville Invitational
Lou Moore 80 Warren East 76

NBA Standings
National Basketball Associatioo
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Eastern Conference
AUanUc Dtvisim
W
L -Pct. GB
Boston
:758 34 11
Philadelphia
34 11
.756 Washington
20 24
.456 13%
22 27
New York
.4* - 14
19 29
New Jersey
.396 16%
Central Divides
28 21
Atlanta
.571 San Antonio
24 24
500
3'4
Houston
23 23
.500
345
Indiana
.457 545
21 zs
Cleveland
21 27
.438
Pi
Detroit
12 35
255 15
Western Conference
Midwest Devisees
Kansas City
.600 30 20
Milwaukee
16 23
.531
3va
Denver
17 33
.340 13
Chicago
15 31
326 13
14 35
Utah
IN 154
Pacific Divon
Seattle
35 13
.694
34 15
Los Angeles
1%
Phoenix
31 17
Mt 4
27 24
San Diego
.52I
9445
Portland
24 26
61110 • 12
Golden State
.319 1945
15 32
Friday's Gma_es
Boston 111,
Seattle 124, New York 117
Philadelphia 112, New Jersey 10$
Utah 107, Chicago 102
Denver 120, Milwaukee 111
Houston 134. Washington III
Golden State 92. San Diego 91
Los Angeles 108. Atlanta 102
Saturday's Games
Houston at Detroit
Kansas City at Indiana
Cleveland at Philadelphia
Denver at Chicago
Washington at San Antonio
Golden State at Utah
San Diego at Phoenix
&May'1 Games
Seattle at Boston
Portland at Milwaukee
Molders Game
New York at Los Angeles.

Bawling
Standings
Kentucky Lake
Bowling League
Team
Joe Brandon Trucking
Hawaiian Tropic
Mutual of Omaha
Murray Appliance
Pngliai's •
Motor Parts & Bearings
Colonial Bread
Pizza Hut
DeVantCs
Randy Thornton Service
Billington Engineers
Kay Mart Auto
D.S. Shirts & Things
Dakota Feed & Grain
Rick's Vinyl Top

W
51
45
44
42%
39
311
-if
37 .
35
30%
28
24%
24

L
13
19
26
21%
X
211
27
27
29
33%
38
39%
40
41
22% 41%
meersy-asesitia-„-:- . .
21
43
Advanced Tire
19
45
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
14
47
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Joe Brandon Trucking -5
SSP
Colonial Bread
913
Joe Brandon Trucking
908
HIGH TEAM GAME(MC)
Joe Brandon Trucking
1071
D.S. Shirts & Things
1057
Colonial Bread
1061
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
Joe Brandon Trucking
2778
Pizza Hut
.......... 2589
'Hawaiian 'Tropic
2546
HIGH TEAM SERIES(BC)
Joe Brandon Trucking
3024
D.S. Shirts & Things..
3009
Pizza Hut
2994
HIGH IND.GAME(SC)
David Williams
265
Ron Pace
Tony Bayless
226
HIGH IND.GAME(dc)
David Williams • '
776
Richard Gee
271
Ron Pace
2:53
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
David Williams
SO6
Tony Bayless
$98
,Roo Pace
577
.•
HIOR-01Wilitgalr•45
Tony BaYleas
•
.470
Jan Vance
861
David Williams
199
HIGH AVERAGES
Mirk Mclemore
191
David Williams ....... .
185
Charlie Hargrove
182
Garry-Evans
162
Ron McClung
1111
Lyman Dixon
180

Owensboro 74 Lou Butler 49
Hazard 59 Franklin Co 58
Lou Iroquois 67 Frankfort 64
Regular Season
Mercer Co 6$ Harrodsburg 56
Johnson Central 61 Pendleton Co 59
Somerset 48 Pauitsville 46 .
Lox Henry Clay 68 Madison Co66
Lea Bryan Station 59 Betsy Lane 54
Laurel Co 68 Monticello 66
Sheldon Clark 58 Lawrence Co 48
Rowan Co 82 Fleming Co 48
Harrison Co 61 Estill Co 56
Taylor Co 65 Marion Co 4$
Evans 75 Redbird 58
Lox Tates Creek 76 Jackson Co 57
Burnside 66, Eubank 64
Lincoln Co 67 Garrard Co 42
Warren Central 100 Hart Co 51
Bowling Green 81 Butler Co 74
Green CO 87 Barren Co 76
Wayne Co 63Danville 52
Mayfield 72 Dawson Springs 59
Alex Brossart 94, Coy Latin 49
Beechwood 82,-„Dixie Heights 65
Walton-Verona 68, Ludlow 5$
' Campbell Co 75 Boone Co 61
Maysville 63, Bourbon County 38
I.ez Catholic 60, Cow Catholic 58
Mason County 73, Deming 36
Scott 47. Gant County 46
Todd Central 79 Hopkinsville 56
Chriatisuz Co 98 Marshall Co 63
Whitley Co 78 Corbin 74
S. Hopkins 73 Webster Co 65 '
Williamsburg 77 Lynn Camp 60
Grayson Co 68 Breclunndge Co 52
.Lewisburg 66 Adatrville-55
Cawood 71 Cumberland 58
_Dayton 77 Bellevue 71
•
Simon Kenton 72, Ft Ito Highlands 70.
Coeinton Holmes 113, Conner 84
Newport 66, Erlanger Lloyd 50
Gawood71,Cumberland 58

Lem Oak 74, Da*son Springs 51
Livingston Cent 80. Trigg Co 57
Hickman Co 68. Wingo 63 lot •
Heath 66,St. Mary 65 01
Nihon 52 Fulton Co 48
Lewes PI, Farmington $2
Fancy Farm 71, Palmersville Tess 59
Carlisle Co 92,Sedalia 45
Ballard Mem 69 Reidland 39
East Hardin 71 Fort Knox 55
Fort Campbell $7 Providence $2
•
MURRAY 78 CALLOWAY/3
Boyd Co 80 Lea Lafayette 69
Prestonsburg 39 Virgie 35
Holy Family 78 Cow Holy Cross 76
Elliott 81 Lewis Co 65
Russell 64 Greenup Co 61
Fairview 62 Raceland 35
Allen Cent 78 McDowell 48
Ash Holy Family 78 Cow Holy Cross 76
Bourbon Co 63 Maysville 38
Boyle Co 61 Rockcastle Co 44
Bremen 84 Muhlenberg Cenr 71
Edrnonson Co 68 Auburn 59
Elizabethtown 72 W Hardin 60
Eminence 43 Henry Co.35
Greenville 66 Allen Co 65
Harlan 72 Knox Cent 65
LaRue Co 76 Caverns62
Leslie Co 82 Letcher Co 43
Madisonville 87 Owens Cath 62
Meade Co 66 Bardstown 63
Nelson Co 75 Washington Co 64
N Hardin 75 Bards Bethlehem 59
Ohio Co 69 McLean Co 59
Oneida 98 Hazel Green 41
Scott Co 102 Jessanune Co 7$
Tnmble Co 68 Owen Co 60
W Hopkins 75 Crittenden Co 66
Whitesburg 60 Fleming Neon 53
Whites Trinity 49 Ooverport 46
&Witt Cent 71 N Bidlet53
Fordsville 70 Portland Chris 63
Ky Country Day 64 Evangel.49
Adair Co 74 Pulaski Coe.
.51

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
BIRMINGILAM, Ala. 4 API - Butch
Waits defeated the Nastase of Romania
6-3, 6-4, and Eliot Teltscher defeated
Buster Mottram of Great Britain 74,6-3
to advance-to the semifinals of the
$175,000 Birmingham International Indoor Tennis Tournament. .
In other matches, Juruny Connors
defeated Eddie Dibbs 6-2,6-2 and Vijay
Amritraj upset Vitas Gerulaitis 6-1, 8-6,
6-4.
TOWSON, Md. I AP - Brian Gotttped eliminated Bruce Manson 74. 6-4,
Slid Tim Gullikson ousted Australian
Mark Edmondson 6-2, 7-5 to reach the
semifinals of a 275,000 Grand Prix tout-

College
'
Scores •
By The Associated Press
EAST
Columbia 60, Cornell $9
Drew SS. Connecticut Col.64
Howard 60, Colgate 56
Mass.-Boston 62, Johnston St. 48
SOUTH
Kentucky St. 106, Miles College 70
Longwood 51, Boone St.36
Norfolk St. 92, Virginia St.61
S. Alabama 74. New Orleans 56
MIDWEST
Chicago St. 903, Northeastern 111.79
DePaul 93, Maine 79
Mo. Western 61, Emporia St. 57
Morningside 61, N. Colorado 59
N. Dakota 79, Augustana-N.D.52
Northern State 79, Winona State 75
S.Dakota St 77, N. Dakota St 75
Washburn 60. Wayne St. 57
SOUTHWEST
Ark.-Littk Rock 78,Delaware State 74
FAR wErr
Air Force 72,Portland St.69
Arizona St.II,Southern Cal 75
Colorado State 83,Utah 79
._
E. Oregon 110,S.Oregon 73
Humboldt 50,San Francisco 0.45
Loyola Cahf.i 63, U.San Diego 80
Oregon Col. 76, Oregon Tech 61
Pacific Lutheran 99, Whitman 66
Sacramento St 86, Hayward St. 72
San Francisco 85, Pepperdine 80
Western Wash. 75, Eastern Wash.68
Wyoming 56, Brigham Young 53

n

NOW GET A
TOWER OF
PROTECTION
IN ONE
BUSINESS
INSURANCE
POLICY

In other .actin, • Marty Riessen
defeated Brian Teacher 24,7-5, 74, and
Harold Solomon domed Chris Lewis 04,
KANSAS CITY, Mo. t AP - Sue
Barker of Britain defeated Bettina
Bunge 74.6-2 and Virginia Wade or Britain beat Dianne Fromholtz if Australia
6-2,6
-Ito move into the semifinals of a
11125,000 women's tennis tournament.
In other action. Greer Stevens of South
Africa upset Evonne Goolagong Cawley
of Australia 74, 6-1 while • 'Martina
Navratilova downed Pam Shnver,6-3, 7-

PHILADELPHIA

4

AP

-

Dwight

mg reinstated as an amateur after a 17month suspension when he captured the
high jump at the Philadelphia Track
Classic with a leap of 7 feet. 3ko inches.
Stones, a two-time Olympic bronze
medal winner suspended by the
Amateur Athletic Union for accepting
prize money on a sports television show,
tried to clear 7.4", but failed in three attempts.
FIGURE SKATING
ATLANTA 1AP - Linda Fratiarme
skated tentatively but still beat LisaMane Allen for her fourth consecutive
'women's national title at the U.S. Figure
Skating Championships., collecting
seven ordinals and 150.74 points.
Three-time defending champion
Charlie Tickner was nearly flawless in
the short program with 72.04 points to
establish a commanding lead in the
men's event. David Santee moved into
second place with 70.68 points.
BOWLING
ANAHEIM, Calif. rAP - Ernie
Schlegel claimed the topseeded spot in a
1725,000 PBA tom
.

By ALEX SACHAKE
beat my man most of the
AP Sports Writer
tune."
Billy Paultz says his trade to
Paultz, a 6-foot-11 center
Houston was "like a new lease' obtained from San Antonio
on life." Guard Mike Thursday night in exchange
Dunleavy feels pretty good for John Shumate,contributed
about it, too.
four points to the Rockets'
Dunleavy scored 31 points victory. His presence also took
Friday night to lead the some of the burden off Moses
Rockets to a- 134-111 victory Malone, the Rockets' starting
over the Washington Bullets center who was the most
and credited his new team- valuable player in the
mate with a big assist.
National
Basketball
"The difference was Billy Association last season.
Paultz," said Dunleavy. "I
Malone had 16 points and 12
have been waiting all my life rebounds, 10 of them in the
for a guy like this. I would second half when Houston
pass to hinrat the post, set up outrebounded Washington 24my man and he would give it 13.
back to me at exactly the right
In other NBA games Friday
time. With.Billy in there, felt _ night, the Boston Celtics beat
like I had' a good chance to the Portland Trail Blazers 111-

Renner Takes Lead In
Rain-Delayed Phoenix
on the water-logged layout
and were scheduled to finish
second round play this morPHOENIX, Ariz.(AP)- By ning.
the luck of the draw, Jack
The cut, to the low 70scorers
Renner managed to avoid the and ties for 70th position,
for
worst of the weather, got in a the finartwo rounds
depended
5-under-par 66 and established on the scores
from thole
irffiein-ttegtk. b,..kd.
e"Zi-bt
.---iwst5krrtd----uNt
By BOB GREEN
- AP Golf Writer

niwtrgrt5
—
oth-

round of the Phoenix Open
was subjected to an overnight
halt.
"I'll be in the game
. tomorrow," Renner said
Friday after posting his 135
total, seven shots under par
for two rounds over the 6.726yard Phoenix Country Club
course.
Others weren't quite so
sure.
Twenty-two players were
stranded on the course by a
late-afternoon storm that
-raked the course with cold,
blustery winds, driving rain
and lightning.
• They marked their positions

Our

January Clearance Sale

-

Cars listed have been reduced $800.00

1979 Mercury Marquis Brougham 4-Door, Was $6300.00
Now $5500.00. Only 12,000 miles, like
new.
1978 Pontiac Bonneville Landau 2-door hardtop, was
$5300.00 Now $4500.00 Only 16,000 miles,
fully equipped.

was $0600.(K)

Now $5800-00.

1977 Dodge Power Wagon - 4x4 Pickup Was0400.00.
Now 01011.118. kr conditioning, power
steering, power brakes,clean,

Khmer"

93, the Philadelphia 76ers
defeated the New Jersey Nets
112-105,
the
Seattle
SuperSonics topped the New
York Knielis 124-117, the
Denver Nuggets trimmed the
Milwaukee Bucks 120-111, the
Utah Jazz beat the Chicago
Bulls 107-102, the Golden State
Warriors edged the San Diego
Clippers 92-91 and the Los
Angeles Lakers defeated the
Atlanta Hawks 108-102.
Celtics 111, Blazers93
Dave Cowens -scored 14
points in the third quarter,
when
Boston outscored
Portland 27-15 to take command. The .Celtics, 20-2 .
on
their home court, remain tied
with Philadelphia for the
Atlintic-Divisidn lead at 34-11,
the best records in the league.
• 7iers 112, Nets 105
Philadelphia kept pace with
Boston by posting its 21st
victory in the last 25 games.
Julius Erving scored n points,
• including two key baskets in
the last two minute's, as the
76ers dealt the Nets their fifth
loss in the last sikputings.
Soaks 124,Knicks 117
Seattle won its sixth in a row
and handed New York its sixth
straight loss as guards Dennis
Johnson and Gus Williams
_Oriki_Pati for
.11
•
center Jack Sikma took
command after New, York

Only a handful needed to
shoot a total of 144 or better to
knock out the 15 players who
completed 36 holes of play
with scores of 145. Those 15
players, including Tom
Weiskopf and Don January,
won't know until the round is
completed whether they'll
qualify for the final two
rounds.
But Renner's lead was
secure.
Charles_ c_oodv_haiLtbe_beg___
score of those not completed,
and even a birdie-birdie finish
wouldn't put him in the lead,
He was four under par with
two holes to play.

Save 80
Dol
lar
0
s
During

1978 Chevrolet Four Wheel Drive with fiberglass
topper,
Automatic power steering, power brakes,air
conditioning.

1075 4th
75.1-4937

Si
MURRAY FORWARD NICK SWIFT jockeys for reboun
ding position while teammate Greg Lotto shoots from
tha corner.
•
Calloway Co. 159) - Key 62-4 14, Garrison 57-10 17
Emerson 4 '4-5 12, Sinother- Wyatt 0.0-0 0, Sanders 1 0-0 2,
man 5 3-6 13, McCuiston 1 0-02. Miller 0 1-2 1.'McAlister 1 0-0 2
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Dunleavy Leads Rockets To Win With 31

1-977 ciwisier New Yorker 4-Door Brougham, was $4400.00 Now 63600.00. Only 44,000
miles,
like new.

The new Select-Pac Policy
an offer you broader, more
°moiety protection than
sou have now. And, you
,an even make it inflation.
• Proof
fpfl2Al
VIPIR
lob Manner
.....nee INC) RAN(
((i051PAN
*gooney

10.

4800 wN buylots ofgas!
41111other usedairs~roddown!
*Buy them now andsow&

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 South 12th Street - Murray 753-4961

rookie Bill Cartwright fouled 'points in the fourth quarter as
out with 4:22 to play. Sikma Denver broke a seven-game
scored Seattle's next six losing streak- and a 15-game
points,-then Williams iced the read losing streak. The
victory with six points in the Nuggets took command with a
13-2 burst late, in the fourth
last two minutes.
quarter. Issel getting five of.
Nuggets 120, Bucks Ill
Dan Issel scored 11 of his 29 those points.

sl
le
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Hall Says Wildcats Have
Yet To Break Slump
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API - - But Hall said, -I don't think
Kentueky basketball coach the starting lineup matters
Joe Hall says his team has yet that much. I imagine the
to break out of its January playing time came out about
slump and his theory will be_. the same as it did in the
tested tonight when the Alabama game ilast SaturWildcat's takeesn Vanderbilt in day), bet I do think it gave
-Rupp Arena.
those players a boost to get-tip
'
,If Hall sticks to form, his start.
;
starting lineup will not be
selected until mlnutes before
For good food at
game time.
_
reasonabl
e prices,
- The Wildcat lineup was
with a homey,
drastically shuffled Thursda. y
night at Florida, with previous
friendly atmosphere
starters LaVon•Williams, Jay
visit
Shidler and Sam Bowie on the
bench.
Replacing them were
sophomore forward Chuck
Verderber and a pair of freshmen - guard Dirk Minniefield
and forwatd Derrick Hord,
Satisfied Customers
Fred ..C.93._van. *as.,
moved from forward to
Bc & Pc
center.
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CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
(Including eLsn
-iiiatic SoOsnitersos1
LEGAL TITLE OF 6ANK
Dees Bank Of • Here 1
!, cowry
Hazel
STATE SAAIK Na.

STATE

! Cal 1 oway
FEDEPLM RESER"' DXSTMCI NO

I

Kentucky
CLOSE OF MffirftElft DATE

42049

8
4151coldie r _IL l99
ASSETS1 Cash and due from depository institutions
2 US Treasury securities •
3 OP/yahoos of other US Govemoisoi egencay and rneporat ons
4 Obligations of States end political subdnusions in the United States
5 Ad other securities
• Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
7 a Loans. Total (excluding unearned income)
C Left allowance tor poesibft icon lessee
c Loans. Net
0 Lease financing receivsbtes
• alenk prowease-ftwerture and ftsturea and office emelt repreoffiting Omit mermen
10 Reef *stets owned other than blink OromiseS
11 All other merits
12. TOTAL ASSETS loon of items I thtu IfI
LIABILITIES
11 Demand deposits of individuals partnerships and corporations
14. Time and Savings deposits of indooduels partnerships and corporations)
15 Deposits of United States Government
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions .n the United States
17 All other deposits
It Certified and officers' cherelis
19 Total Deposits (earn of items 13 thru 16)
• Total dernend deposits
• Total lobe and savings deposits
20 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
21. InftreMbeering demand notes (note [Menem) istfted to the US Treasury and
other liabilities for borrowed money
22. Mortgage Indebtedness and liability for capitalize(' leases
99 am other liabffitIell
24 TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) (sum of item, 19 goy 23).
25. Suboedinateod notes and dabanturen
EQUITY CAPITAL
26 Preferred stock
a Pilo Shares outstanding
77 Common Slots
• NO SPares authorized
P. No shares Outelandlng
IS. Surplus
26 und.55J•es pronto and timer." foe coniinoonelas and other capital rafter"' •
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL hum of Items 26 Men 231
31 TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (Sum ol Items 24. 25 and 30)
MEMORANDA
1 Amounts outstanding as of report data
a. Standby letters 01 credit. total
b Time canine...km of deposit in denominations of 8100 00/Y 0,TOM
c 080ey OM.001900,10 01 amounts of smolt Or mbra
2 Avarice toe 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending Mtn ninon data
a Total *Weft (cotresponels to doll, 19 *Wee).
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Board To Make Decision
By LES SEAGO
Associated Presii Writer
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(API — A
medical board today begins
*deciding whether to revoke
th'e license of -Elvis Presley's
physician, who is accused of
dangerous
overprescribing

and addictive drugs to 16
people, including the late
"King of Rock 'n' Roll."
State prosecutors have
asked the Tennessee Board of
Medical Examiners to revoke
the license or Dr. George
Nichopoulos, who has testified
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"If we rightly estimate
what we call good and evil,
we shall find it lies much in
comparison."-- John-Locke.

NORTH

I-19-A

•10 8 6 5 4
•J
•Q 4
•K 1018 7

Comparison of results is
the foundation upon which WEST
EAST
• 2
competitive bridge matches •- - A 87 6—
94 32
rest. What might first •
•J 7 5 3
•AKI091162appear as a par result may 4..1 6 5 4 3
•- - be reduced to little when
SOUTH
compared to what four
•AKQJ93
other players might do with
41 KQ105
the same cards.
•- - •A Q 2
When this deal was
played in the Team Championships at St. Moritz, Rixi
Vulnerable. North-South
Markus of England reached' Dealer: South. The bidding:
six spades on the bidding
shown. Two clubs was an South West North East
artificial all-purpose forc- 2
Pass
2•
3•
ing bid and, when North 4*
Pass
4 NT
5•
6*
Pass
Pass
found enough to make a
Pass
slam move, M. Markus easily pushed her hand to slam.
Opening lead: Trey of diaw
She was lucky. West led a monds
diamond that was ruffed
and there were no problems it takes a comparison to
taking .12 tricks for a score know how good they really
of 1,430 points.
are.
Why was she lucky? East
might have found a Lightner
Bid With Core
slam double asking for an
unusual lead and barring the South holds 1-19-B
lead of a diamond. In that
case, either a club lead or
the lead of the heart ace by
•10 8 6 5 4
West could lead to the
J
defeat of the slam.
•(4 4
•K 10 9 8 7
When the - deal._ was
• replayed, declarer did not
have as much luck in the
bidding -- East Made the
North East . South West
slam double and it was 34
Dbl
West's turn_ to shine. Unfortunately for the defenders,
West suffered a lapse and he
ANSWER: Six clubs.
repulsively led an-unimagi- Partner's pre-empt shows
native diamond.
long clubs in a poor hand.
To make matters worse, The opponents are a cinch
South redoubled and the for six or.seven of either red
score for six spades redou- -suit. Jump now to take away •
bled carke to 2,020 points. their bidding space.
AO instead of the Markus
-_
Send" bridge qUestion's to The Aces,
team Winning the match
CO Boa 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225
comfortably; they lost it by
with self-addressed, stamped envelop,
for reply
a small margin.
•- Good results are fine. But

during five days of hearing
this week that Presley was
hospitalized twice, for drug
addiction.
Under the state's open
meeting law, deliberations by
the board, made up of five
physicians, are open to the
public.. If it finds that
kichopoulos
violated
professional standards, the

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 21, 1980
You're articulate and
What kind of day will
convUicIng,
yet expect little
what
out
tomorrow be? To find
the stars say, read the feedback from others re the
forecast given for your birth merit of your thoughts.
Notneone is a wet blanket.
Sign.
AQUARIUS
ARIES
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Finances seem muddled and

=4g,

Phyllis To Rejoin CBS
Crew For Super Bowl
LOS ANGELES (API — viewers and on which adPhyllis George, wife of vertising costs 1200.000 a
Kentucky Gov. John ,.Y. minute.. it is a legitimate
Brown, rejoins the CBS Super state trip," he added.
The governor wants to
Bowl coverage crew Sunday,
but instead of teaming up with .

success. Later, there's a depressed.
his license.
Think of the long
Lawyers for the 52-year-old tendency to give way to self- ran and forget about present will be Archie Bunker.
doubt.
Don't
the
dwell
on
physician argued that his
The former Miss America
limitations. •
compassion for his patients, things that might go wrong. PISCES
will co-host a pregame remote
including Presley, helped get TAURUS*
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
broadcast from a popular
i7 Good mental rapport
him in .professinnal trouble. 'Apr. 20 to May 20) 1:$1
with a Beverly Hills nightspot. She
A Conference goes well, but oung person.
Nichopoulos
A partner or . and Carroll O'Connor, star a
has
don't mix business with close ally seems
acknowledged prescribing
preoccupied. the long-running television
pleasure.
the Dun'l let it hurt
Follow
your feelings. "All in the Family," will work
painkillers,- barbiturates,
suggestion of a c/bse oti re
YOU BORN TODAY are the bar in the "Ginger Man,"
amphetamines and other
entertairtment--pians.
both artistic and practical, but a restaurant
drugs, but_his lawyers say he GEMINI
owned by
sometimes have difficulty O'Connor.
was attempting to lialp_his (May 21 to June
20)
reconciling these qualities.
patients control their drug
Don't let personal dislikes Often you are
found in
A former color comdependence.
interfere with objectivity. A businesses allied with the
arts.
mentator
for CBS,she left the
Presley died Aug. 16, 1977, good time to assimilate
You can succeed in fashion, network two years ago.
at the age of 42. Although the Culture, but carter has upsdesign, writing, acting and
cause or OeaLflW41.5not-pariot..uQwns,
athiteeture.-Yaur gift of selfE'rank Ashley, the govercomplaint
the
against CANCER
expression is • an asset in nor's press secretary, said
Nichopoulos, Dr. Jerry sJune 21 to July 22)
business and you will have
A family member may success in , advertising,. Friday night -that Brown
Francisco, Shelby County
medical examiner, repeated question your taste or point of publishing, banking and would be interviewed on the
pre-game show by sports
his contention Friday that view. Make decisions re public relations.
commentator Paul Hornung,a
Presley died of heart disease. savings and joint assets...
• Louisville native and former
•Lawyers for the ABC-TV Avoid p.m. disagreements.
halfback for the Nationalnetwork,-'however, have filed LEO
Football
League's Green Bay
(July
23
to
Aug.
22)42
suit to force disclosure of the
Packers.
Money affairs have comautopsy, which they say will
prove Presley's death was plications, but your thinking is
The Browns will be the
crystal-clear re work. A
drug-related.
guests of Gene Jankowski,
family member has a surFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP):— president of CBS Broadcast
During Friday's hearing,
prising suggestion.
First-term lawmakers have Groups, Ashley said. They are
the defenese called witnesses
VIRGO
agreed- to stay together as a to return to Kentucky on
to support its claim that drugs
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
group through the rest of the Monday.
played no part in Presley's
You'll be happy with your
1980 General Assembly —
death and that his alleged work progress,
but a close ally
drug addiction was not is subject to changing moods. something of an unusual move
The Browns will make the
for new members.
Niehopotiloslault.
trip on a commercial airliner,
Transcend conflict with . an
The bi-partisan caucus of but a decision on who will pay
Dr. Brian Finkle, head of Unusual proposal.
senators and representatives for the trip won't be made
the University of Utah's LIBRA
• .4inf, is expected to meet weekly to until they return, Ashley said.
Center for Human Toxicology, (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
discuss pending bills and
testified that drugs found in
Make important domestic
legislative procedures.
Brown "wants- to talk to
tissue and fluid samples from decisions. Work is not without
-We want, to be able to Finanee Secretary George
Presley's autopsy could not its snags. A new idea is worthcommunicate among our- Atkins and people in the
individually, have killed the while, but it's too soon to act
selves," said Rep. Joe Finance Department to come
singer. He said the drugs in upon it.
•
Barrows, D-Versailles, who up with guidelines on this and
combination probably could SCORPIO
has been presiding over the future trips as to who should
have caused unconsciousness Oct. 23 to Nov,21).
caucus since its first meeting pay for it and whether or not
in, a person with low drug 'Find constructive outlets for
creative thought. Avoid in- .at the pre-legislative con- his promotion of Kentucky on
tolerance.
ference in November.
In testimony this week, discretions or self-indulgence
national television is a
Barrows said new members legitimate state expense,"
Nichopoulos said many of the at a party. Don't let ideas slip
would explain their bills to Ashley said.
drugs prescribed in Presley's away.
eal
t h other at the weekly
name actually went to SAGITTARIUS
"People on the staff feel
ni tingsin order to save time
members of the singer's (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
.The. __ outlook _is good re
touring group and 'that he
fortstudy of Other issues later. that, from that standpoint —
finances. A friend seems.hurt,
on a program. with 100,000,000
sometimes substituted hai-in the Session.
perhaps jealous-. Work in
miess • •plaLebus for: actual private for your best success.,
drugs. in Order to keep Avoid p.m blues.- Presley's. drug problems CAPRICORN
under control.
•
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 1
0

"make certain that any time
he goes at state expense, it is a
legitimate state expense and
the state benefits from it.
Ashley said.
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Captain D's
ALL YOU CAN EAT

FISH DINNER

Rookie Legislators

tig? To Keep Together
As A Group

Iv41,

You getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
• all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!

MR.EMPLOYER
THE KENTUCKY AFL-CIO AGREES THAT
YOUR WORKERS'COMPENSATION PREMIUMS
ARE TOO HIGH...

1.1 par,c,..t.nq Cap's
'C it
,

Sunday

& Monday
Murray, Kentucky

25°0
/ ACE
Off
All

HARDWARE

„Sale Prices Good Fri. 1-18
thru Thur. Jan. 31
-

(Power Tools Excluded)

BUT...
WORKER BENEFITS ARE TOO LOW

len

1

Items!

Compact
Pro12w

10 Cup

Coffee
Maker

0.-111LET'S EXAMINE SOME FACTS
BEHIND THIS DILEMMA

2

$ 84

only

Reg.$32.95

V7-

Blovi Dryer
88
$5
Reg. 10.98

11)

The Kentucky Department of Insurance reported in 1976, that worker's compensation
insurance carriers had "direct premiums earned" of $205,372,022 as against "direct
losses incurred" of $153;798,757
a difference of $52,000,000:
In 1977, the same insurance carriers had "direct premiums earned" of $211,190,032
as against "direct losses incurred" of $14.1,977,354 -- a ,clifference of $70,000,000.

Sharp 8-Digit

Calculator

Similar to Illustratioo

Memory

With
1978 figures are not yet -available.
•
!11
10
11
12
113

1 14,
'16
17
19
199
190

The figures repoded bridet "direct- losses incurred" included expenditures for administrative COsts, such as employer's attorney fees, medical -expenses and income benefits, temporary or permanent, whether paid or merely reserved.
Scrutiny of these- reserves is crucial. If a Totally Disabled Worker is awarded
$100,000 in income benefits to he paid over a lifetime, he will he paid only $12r.00
weekly (based on .1979 benefits). The remainder will he reserved against future
liability and these reserves are invested for profit. Consider the following:

959

$
9
95
Reg. 14.95

120
I 21 .
22
23
24
25
126
27
211 ,
29
30
31

I

I. No one knows what percentage of "direct losses incurred" is reserves because insurance companies are not required by Kentucky to report the percentage of
their losses which are reserved or even the income made from investing their
reserves. Thus, "direct prentiunts earned" does not include interest income on reserve accounts.

Memo

2. All-Workers' compensation insurance carriers in Kentucky charge the identical rates
for the identical rate classification. These rates are set only by the National Council
..•
of Compensation Insurance, domiciled in Connecticut.

la
lb
lc

3. The books of the ,Nationstif Council have not been audited by Kentucky since
1956.

2.

YOU CAN REDUCE EMPLOYER PREMIUMS AND INCREASE WORKER BENEFITS BY BACKING THE STATE AFL-CIO IN ITS SUPPORT OF A COMPETITIVE
STATE FUND TO COMPETE WITH PRIVATE INSURANCE COMPANIES FOR
YOUR PREM1UN DOLLAR.
II•111

Call the AFL-CIO (302) 384-8119 for further in:ormation.
1 !. Ihe Kentui.ky
Paid for ,

State Aft •( O. Leeedifd Soiiste %MA. lilsuifle

5144911193-Trea4urer, 106 1

Plroadb•y, Lbuilivillt.iv

Black & Decker
Ai!

Black & Decker

Zig Saw

As—

No. 75004

Drill
$999
$895
Murray Sum* Co.
v

31

No 7804

208 E. Main

Plenty of Free Parking

—
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Fins & Feathers
New Hard-Fighting Hybrid Fish

WIND OUTDOORS

Ws* Siena

from here."
hybrids grow prodigiously."A are missing some great sport.
By BILL SCHULZ
In the colder months
"We
feed
them
(the hat- really big hybrid will get to 20
Associated Press Writer
usually will hit a jig in
hybrids
RICHMOND HILL, Ga. chery fry ) on brine shrimp pounds," Rees said.
deep water. After
medium
and
some
the
after
In
sakes
hybrid
to
five
nine
days
put
.441P — One of the really good
three-to sixthose
what
them in plastic bags and ship and striped bass often are
things to come out of man's
to my rod-last
did
pounders
by
who
ignored
go
fishermen
out
them
to
other
hatcheries
to
niessang with his environment
grow up," Rees said.
after the smallmouth and summer, I can't wait to set a
recently is the hybrid bass.
In
Those fishermen baultina really big one.
largemouth.
Georgia's
lakes,
the
It's a hard-fighting fish
that's great eating.
My inediurb-duty rod got the
workout of its life last summer
otter tangling with six of them
n) Clark Hill Lake. The largest
I've got a thing for the were just steady performers,
went about six pounds.
Fox
allow
to
enough
hwhite He's ,the prince of steady
Five of the six delighted
our gamebirds, a handsome and Don to take quail limits on
and family when
friends
present
the
of
hunts
two
but
fellow decorated in exquisite all
surrounded by french fries
feathers. He flies well and is a season.
and green as. The sixth got
Quail men aren't much
sporty thallenge for the
to tell his friends about how he
gunner. And on the table, different from other hunters in
OA away.
for
affections
special
building
. having been rolled in flourand
Another benefit of the
their .canine partners. They
hot-fried, he's unbeatable.
bass is that they feed
hybrid
their
Scrutinize
them,
know
I've also-got a thing against
on shad, a trash fish which
hiking in plowed soybean performances, take pride in
could overpopulate the state's
fields, and that's what you starting a young dog and
lakes.
have to endure now to hunt the developing him into a, top
The hybrid is a cross betthe
And
animal.
hunting
notch
across
walking
Try
bobwhite.
etii the ocean-going striped
such a field after a recent hunters like to talk about
bass and the fresh-water white
rain, especially if you don't them.
bass. Usually eggs taken from
"The best dog we ever had
get much exercise, and you'll
the female striper are ferknow why I feel the way I do. was old Joe dog,"- Don Wright
tilized with sperm from the
,Mud cakes up on your boots said. He described the talents
white:
and acts like a suction agent of this long-gone setter, killed
•The hybrid "is not found to
with each step. Plod, pull, in a dog fight. —Boy, he could
hunt to rearrange some of his
slow
a
during
time
out
takes
Murray,
Richard
Lamb,
our knowledge in the wild."
plod, pull . . . Your groin find the birds. He just did it
decoys.
said Beb.Bees, senior wildlife
all," Don continued."He knew'
muscles pay the real price. ,
biologist with the Department
But after a recent quail hunt what to do and when to do it,
of Natural Resources: who is
• in Trigg County I've decided and ycru could go into a field
in charge of the Richmond Hill
that the price is worth the and never move while Joe
fish hatchery which breeds all
.
rewards, that, though the covered it for yeti."
of the state's hybrids.
Don and Fox revel in telling
sport is undergoing change,
. The striper is an openthe bird and the hunt and the how a Hotikinsville hunter
water fish. The food base Of
satisfaction of the two still came out to match his best
hybrids is different," said
offer • a unique outdoor product with the setter. "And
Rees. "Stripers are big
he did have a good dog, but he
pleasure.
enough to get good-size shad.
Don Wright of Hopkinsville was no match for Joe,". Don
, Hybrids take the intermediate
and Charles "Fox" Dawson of related. When the day was
"Dead bird, find him," Charles "Fox" Dawson tells his
shad."
south Trigg County were my over Joe had found 13 coveys
big pointer. One bird already in hand, Dawson is looking
The shad feed on insects and
hosts. The two have been quail to the Other dog's none, and a
for another bobwhite dropped in heavy cover on a
plankton.
and 'raccoon hunting partners page of hunting history was _neighbor's south Trigg County farm. Dawson and hunting
"It all happened in the
for years, and Fox's side yard written that Don Wright won't
partner Don Wright of Hopkinsville have found plenty
-Cooper reservoir" in
Santee
reSetribles-'a dog stockyard: forget.-quail this season and have limited on every hunt but two.
South Carolina, Rees said.
We tramped over the grown
pointers, setters, beagles,
there- found Ian- • -and -dogs finally
u
--anittion-110-- a-lot - oftirriters
an .d-rrvInxg during a day's hunt. cornered them before they Mocked' striped' bass in the
to ds
ediTiniliF
orviki
* we movedmst
nit
thew
andPk4
nhs 41P
las
zhnitPPe
andleeve
rklitnigitbad
bas
rith deg
e
tails, all hoping to be the adjoining farm which was They'll put down the dogs in could get into a thicket, and it lake and saw what they did to
.chosen ones when the truck cleaned up. "Well look at that, one location, hunt two or three was one of those picture book the shad."
South Carolina biologist
the woods are gone," Don specific coveys, and then sequences, three dogs pointing
pulls nigh.
.The hunt was planned for said, pointing to a nearby move somewhere else.
stylishly, gunners walking in, Jack Bayless began breeding
•
the rolling farmland around hillside now planted green.
up and flying the striper and Georgia joined
Us
Enough of biology and birds getting
the Striped bass program by
Peedee in southwest Christian The previous year the hill had
tactics. What about the ac-. straight away.. Don and Fox
bringing in some young from 4
County. Fox lives just over the been in trees.
(bad
didn't
.1
scored.
both
lion?
a
hatchery in 1965.
That
-precipitated
his
.county line, and his family has
The dogs •pointed in. a patterns continue).
"In the late '60s or early
farmed in the community for discussion- of present day quail
moved
and
walked
W
sinkhole in .a pasture . 45
years. He has permission to hunting. Modern grain far' 'Ms. Jack started crossing the
through the plowed
e
after we hit the fields, tramped
maximumminutes
striper with the white," and
run bird dogs throughout the mers have to get
drained
pulled
that
and
fields
Don and Fox walked the birds
the hybrid bass was hatched,
area, and the logbook of days production from their acres,
up while I followed with my my energy. We found more
he and Den have spent hunting and most farms have been
Rees said. "After he started
shooting.
offering
some
birds,
camera. The quail flushed,
results with hybrids
has given them a first-hand cleared tabletop -clean.
getting
flew
in Fox, and two fell otherS flushing wild and
knowledge .of where certain :Thickets and woods have been
Alum. and we picked up some of
- --v.ifere. A stop at .a country
—
"There have been a b"This' is the only land bulldozed up. Beans, corn and _ A single in the woods Was store with bologna, hoop
around here left like this," wheat nowsprout in-areas that downed: Another covey got up cheese, RC's and homemade solutely no difficulties with the.
Don said as Fox parked hest previously grew quail and wild out of a bulldozer pile. A hot sauce broke the middle of hybrids. We produced the first
third, one that had been
to an untended, 'grown up rabbits.
hybrids here at Richmond Hill.
.
the day.
.-s-pointBd
-like4he-quail---So4he-quail--hunter--has-had hiloti'd hard, w.
-eGme"
w-theY
"
s-'w al --nr--1976-an4AR said and done, we sa
country .of my childhood, to alter his tactics. Quail
"We won't shoot into this -coveys and collected 15 birds.
places now scraped bare by adjusted to the new farming one, but you step up there and The tally would have no doubt
bulldozers or grown up in (hense, habitat) changes, and shoot," Don said. I put my been higher had my hosts net
houses. Tangles of thickets they started living in bulldozer camera in my jacket, walked insisted on my grabbing the
and piles, along drainage gullies right into the eight or so birds lion's share of the shooting.
honeysuckle
and
Medium size, white breast
broomsage offered quail and in whatever-cover is left. and missed two clean shots. Unfortunately, I added a
and belly, white throat and
plenty in terms of cover and Nowadays,hunters must cover (Maybe my 20 gauge was mouse's share to the-bag.
two white bars which extend
more ground and hit as many throwing bad patterns")
ioed.
-But that's bird hunting. It's upward. one toward .the eye
Eagles, hawks, owls - All birds of prey
Fox turned out the egs,two of these placesas possible.
Heading back to the truck changing, but there are still
ending in the
"The birds are different we got up another covey in a enough coveys and good dogs and the other
pointers and a small setter.
are
protected by Federal and State laws.
of the hind neck.
-The big pointer's the one from what they used to be," thicket, downed a couple, and and men who enjoy both to black
body
the
of
sides
Chestnut
Should you see anyone harassing or shootthat'll find most of the birds," Fox said. "They run-a lot bagged two more singles. I continue the tradition. I hope
The tail is long for a
Fox said.."He ranges better. more from the dogs, and wild scored on a flier across an it lives a long life. It's an In- dark.
ing at these birds, contact a State or
shaped.
wedged
duck and
The other dogs stay a little flushes (away from • dogs or open field.
tegra! part of our west Ken- Head is carried above the
closer, but they'll find their hunters) are more -common.
Then came the classic. The tucky heritage, and should it
Federal Wildlife officer.
level of the body. bill pointed
share," Fox said neither of the When the covey scatters, the big pointer locked up in the 'ever disappear, the outdoor
down.
animals was what he'd call an birds fly farther, and it's hard corner of an open field, and sporting scene won't ever-be
30:1(1130041
exceptional quail dog. They to find singles." - •
- -the- birth started' running. the same.

Quail Hang Tight

In Trigg County

DON'T SHOOT

Can You Name
This Duck?

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake Stale Park

Storey's

Food Glad
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
V.

Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

Kenlake Marina

Big Mac's Discount
Sporting Goods

Fish Market

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
4 Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

(502)474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

.

110

So. 12th. St.
Weipetialmit In Kenfuc_ky Lake Cothsh)

Murray, Ky.
%%%%%%%

%

641 Super Shell

Olympic Plaza-Murray,14.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9[
753-9131
Hw.641 South
Headquarters
Sunday 1-6
Your U-Haul
K==.1

T

OSS

Win,

rtSiloivo.

S HOOKS

Where "Service Is Our Business

SPORTING GOODS

Hwy.641 North

759-1208

Hi-Way 641 S.

116M3PCN

)
raci4n's AMC,jeen

WATSON'S

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
_. and

Hooks Wheelliiginnent
Ssecializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
4th
410 N

•
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A New Use For Gasohol

sp

41P

Here is thl,story the- way I advantages. For one thing it mon to the older jeeps, most
leap aside, only to slip and
heard it and the truth of the could carry him to the place of especially in second gear.
tumble back down the hill.
matter is not totalt
labors, and for the other - it
There came the day when
The oldtimer hastily chost
guaranteed for the original could bring out the liquid the "pesky" revenue agents
another route out of the place,
teller has been known to fruits of his endeavors there.
managed to slip up un- exiting down the bed of a
deviate from the straight and
An-exteedingly -steep -grade suspected. Otiservtrig the
creek, and trying to figure outnarrow upon a few occasions.
was part of the route out and it ap-pearance of his unwelcome
some way to get rid of the
No dpubt you have heard did not take very many trips guests, the old fellow ran to
goods without being seen or
about gasohol. It is a mixture before it became obvious the the jeep and proceeded to
discovered in the doing of it.
of alcohol and gasoline. jeep was just barely capable make his getaway, not so very
To make a long story short,
Usually one part alcohol and of climbing it. Fully loaded unsimilar to the Dukes of
the shine wound up in the jeep
nine parts gasoline. In the hills and especially if the ground Hazard or elsewhere either.
and the gasohol wound up in
and hollows of an earlier was wet, the task got to the The Offittais gave chase on
the jugs.
western Kentucky there lived point of being a near thing. foot, shooting as they ran. The
The agents were waiting
one of those not so large , The old gentleman had long jeep had just almost topped
when he returned to his house
farmers who had long ago noted.lbe effects of his product the hill when it suddenly
and quickly inspected the
adopted the practice of upon some of his fellow men. slipped out of second gear and
contents of the jeep.
measuring his corn yields in His reasoning was that began to roll backwards,
seemingly a bit surprised. The
gallons rather than bushels. something with that much running over one of its puroldtimer was hauled into town
Having located his "grain power might do wonders for suers and causing the other to
for questioning. The wife, once
handling facility" in a rather the straining jeep. And thus
remote place, made most gasohol got introduced into
5.
necessary by sometimes western Kentucky.
unexpected visits from those
Being blessed with the gift
fellows
known
as of those early day mechanical
"revenooers" he led a tinkerers he soon discovered
secluded lifestyle blessed by the best "mix" to extract the
some high moments at times. strongest performance from
A mixture of arthritis, the old jeep. Where the lowest
rheumatism, and laziness was gear had been required to
probably responsible for his climb the hill previously, the
purchase of a rather well worn -aging rig would now sail over
jeep shortly after the close of the hill easily in second.
the big war.
Provided it did not slip out of
This offered two distinct gear. This was a habit corn-

4W

These three Murray men had a good day goose hunting Saturday, December 12,
while
hunting on Kentucky Lake. Pictured left to right are, Gary Holman, Bill Rouse,
and Joe
Itexroat.

kny Msepin's

fishing tine

they had gone, went back to
"business" as usual and
continued the morning sales.
not knowing the jugs had been
refilled with the gasoho!
&ained from the-jeejig gas
tank.
The substance which ha('
enabled the old jeep to easily
climb the bad hill did wonders
on its first partakers, enabling
one to walk out of the hay loft
and another to fall into the
privy.
For some. time thereaftei
the corn was fed mostly to the
mules.
HAPPY
WHEELING.

FOUR

Kentucky Afield
dmitions

I fished last Sunday with
we did find them.
of coffee.
James Calhoon and a friend of
I located two fairly large
One of the fellows would get
his from Hopkinsville, Ky.
schools at 15 and 20 feet but a strike every time he would
They wanted to catch some
Wildlife Resources.
By JOHN WILSON
they wouldn't take a minnow lay his rod down and light a
sauger so when we made the
More than half the fish
A
special
commercial
at all. You could feel a real cigarette. The only problem
'arrangements • I drove to
fishing season opened Nov. 1 taken, both in number (17,967)
light peek or bump and think was he would miss it:
Kenlake marina and bought
on Kentucky and Barkley _and weight 1132,217 lbs. were
you had a fist) but it wasn't on.
The catfish must have taken
eight dozen shiner minnows,
buffalo. Reducing the number
In fact. I saw -three crappie the day'off becauge I didn't see lakes, a season which allows
then met them at .Barkley
holders of a-$500 permit to Use of these and other rough'fish
taken on real light jigs cast anyone. Catch anything that
dam.
gill and trammel nets through was one of the primary
from the bank and worked even looked like one. Usually
The water below Barkley
reasons why the use of gill and
March 31.
very slowly over the rip-rap. It when fishing with minnows
was a little bit higher than I
Results from ,the first trammel nets was authorized
was impossible to take a boat you can take a few smaller
like but the current wasn't too
month's fiuhing are now in and on these lakes.
into water that shallow the channels from these waters.
bad and the clarity was ex"We'd hoped that these
it looks like most of the 19
way the current was swirling.
There
was
some small fishermen who bought these commercial fishermen would
cellent. Since it has been super
I found the sauger in 30 feet grapevine talk about rockfish
weather in this area the water
special permits are doing remove around a million
of water and holding in some being taken but I couldn't get
temperature is only 43
quite well. The average Pounds of buffalo by the end of
kind of depression that was a lead on it to verify a story.
degrees. This is also very
monthly earning per permit March," .Bowers says, exabout 50 Leet long and 5 feet
We spent most of the day .was
good.
$2,983, according • to plaining that reducing the
wide. Whenever they took a looking for a school of fish that
We used crappie rigs with '2
Charlie :Bowers, director of number of buffalo, carp and
minnow, it was a strong tug would bite but'they were just
ounce sinkers instead of lead
Fish and Wildlife's fisheries other rough fish creates adand short run. We lost several too stubbor,n.. Until early athead jigs just in case we
division. One fisherman ditional living space in the
simply because of the length ternoon we hadn't changed—.
should run into a school of
reported sales of $12,242 for lakes, space that can be
time between bites and minnows over three times! A
crappie. No one in their right of
the month.
partially filled by game fish.
daydreaming. Y u know how small rain.cloud drif
over ,-4,1111oiatli—HiekAoPuey-Juitii____
-00441C41....,:itkLells,
j
I : .;
us
an
o a su•'en it was commercial fishing
time crappie. However we
can be these fish represent a
switch your rod from one hand fast and furious fishing.
couldn't get them to hit when
good it certainly doesn't come potential source of both food
,to the other or as you sip a cup
I wasn't too surprised to see easy.
Bowers points out. This and income that can only be
a very light colored group of
special commercial season. effectively tapped by comsauger when they came out of open only during
the winter mercial netting. If the first
deep water: What really threw months to separate
it from month's catch rate is
me was the aggressiveness
summer recieatiopal use of projected through the end of
they showed. Man those things the lakes,
means that these the season, these fishermen
were acting like it was the fishermen
have to brave long will take more than one
middle of July, jumping hours
on cold; rough water million pounds of,fish and will
around in the net and flaring Where
nets freeze as soon as sell them for more than
their gills when you touched they are
pulled aboard and $283,000.
them. I have had some nasty where
And Bower says that it's
ice slickened boats and
cuts from sauger so I used a winter storms
can create possible that both the price
glove to handle them this trip.
downright dangerous con- and the catch rate could well
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
They were super fat and the ditions.
increase in the months to
DON McCLURI
GRAYSON 114cCtURE
eggs were looking good. It was
The total catch for come.
Take 91 East out of Mu,roy for 1 moles Turn roght on 280
a nice catch of 1L2 t02'4 pound November was
Follow 280 for 7 molts post Bonner s Grocery Tait,
These fishermen
are
29,412 fish
sauger for the first trip of the weighing 235.773
blacktop onto Ponoromdond follow blacktop to your r,gh,
pounds. required by law to report any
year. If the weather holds Bowers says.
These fish sold game fish caught in their nets
Telephone,502436-5483
good and the river drops a for $56,678, according to and to release these fish back
little more it should be a good reports the
fishermen are into_the lake. During the first
time to go this week end.
required to submit to the month, only 221 game fish
Happy Fishing!Department of Fish and were reported caught. Sauger
and crappie led the list with 94
each. Twenty-one black bass
were caught and released, as
were five white bass, four
yellow bass, two rockfish and
one walleye.
"Fears that commercial
netting will harm game fish
Populations are completely'
groundless." Bowers says.
"While a few fish might not
survive being netted and
released, most can be
returned to the water without
71-

WRITERAMIARED,Mary RaITSIVii.Antriaa-LFAPPEUrrphalikSr. la.pbex_ Ur Abe Murray, _
• Ledger and Times, was recently honored by the Kentucky Lake Bass Club. Mrs. Barrow
was presented an engraved clock recognizing her outstanding reporting of outdoor news in
the local pa

FIREWOOD

67ippy Holiday Travel,Inc

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
woRK

900 Sycamore
753-5142

UNCLE TOM'S GUN WORKS
Custom Stock Work,
Refinishing,
.• Bluing•
Scope & Sight Itistollation
41/1 Mao: East of Merrily
On Nary. 2/0-(Pottortown Rd.)
•
436-2505
ANON\

Nor is there much danger of
commercial fishermen, at the
rate they're going now,
depleting
fish
rough
Populations. "These lakes
could easily sustain a 25
percent catchTate year after
year," Bowers says. "But at
the current level, fishermen
will remove only about 1
Percent of the estimated 13
million pounds of buffalo in
Kentucky and Barkley lakes
this year.
,
Many, Bowers points out,
a guStairiff anima 'Yterti-tif
percent of the carp and buffalo
in Kentucky and .Barkley
would be a .million-dollar
yearly industry for the local
area.

Many homeowners in the Tennessee Valley are using wood
burning stoves and fireplaces to cut electricity bills, provide
additional heat, and conserve energy. Burning dry wood has
several advantages. It burns with very little smoke, stalls
relatively easily, gives quick heat, and has fewer ashes than
coal, another popular home heating fuel. Wood ashes contain
potash and can be used as a fertilizer in the garden.
Before buying firewood, be familiar with what a "cord" and "rick" are, or you might pay double or ever triple the normal price and end up with a smaller quantity.
Regardless of the type of heating, make sure your home is
well insulated and windows are^sealed to keep the heating
dollar inside where it belongs. Through local power
distributors, TVA officers interest free loans for-inayation
improvements and for the purchase of wood burning equipment. For a free insulation check, contact your local power
distributor. For other tips on conserving energy and saving
money on electric bills, write TVA Information Office, Knoxville, TN 37902.

Mutray Electric syctPm
401 Olive

753-5312

r-
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Manhunt Continues For Two Escapees

Sgt. Wayne Edwards of the
was pursued on root to "a post said officers had returned burglary in Aug., 1978 and
Elizabethtown post began to
large contingent of police to routine patrol late Frida
lightheart was serving six to
night, "except for a few units I; ears for rape after a Dec.,
pursue a car whose driver he
officers," Bivens added.
thought was driving while
late Friday night, however, that are remaining down there oi7.6 conviction, Illinois
in the New Haven area )oii authorities reported.
intoxicated," Sevens said.
state police said a motorist
roving
patrol.” Officers in the
"When he Edwards) put
reported that he had been
The two fugitives are
the blue ligpts on them and forced to drive a man to Horse Horse Cave area were steptried to stop them, they took
Cave where the man got out of ping up their search for the ,uspexts in the theft of a car
off. And as he pursued them, the car. The identity of the fugitive believed to be in that from a suburban area of St.
Mo.
I outs.
Monday,
shots were fired at him," driver and other details of the area, the spokesman added.
Bivens said the license- authorities said, and for the
incident were not immediately
Itivens added.
number of the wrvq.ked -aohory of an elderly wornaa_
They left the Blue Grass available.
theft of a car at Lobelville.
vehicle in which the two men
The other man "also stole a
Parkwas., got onto U.S. 31-E
lin the Bardstown area), car," Bivens said, "and is had been chased was that of a Tenn. Thursday.
traveled out to Kentucky 52, believed in the New Haven, car stolen in Tennessee, which
Two men entered the home
where they wrecked the car at Athertonville, LaRue-Nelson-- led authorities to believe the of Mr. and Mrs. Regeon Daily
two suspects were Schwarti
a bridge in New Haven," County area."
at tobelville, police said, took
A spokesman for the , and I.ightheart.
Bivens said.
four or five rifles and
Schwartz had begun serving shotguns,
Both occupants pf the car Elizabethtown state police
$35 and the couple's
two seven-year sentences for oar.
"fled the scene," and one of
the suspects stole another car,
according to Bivens, and later
abandoned it "at the foot of
Muldraugh Hill on 31-E (south
of New Haven i." That suspect
FRANKFORT, Ky.,( AP) , "We're going to determine
Brandenburgh had pledged
Kentucky State
Police
Commissioner -Kenneth what the officers'actions were earlier that the. state police
Brandenburgh will be per- and what procedures were oould conduct their own insonally involved in an 'in- followed to make sure thes vestigation of Graham's
death, regardless of the
vestigation of'Kentucky were proper," he said.
An inquest conducted, Jan. outcome of the inquest.
troopers' involvement in an
And Rep. Bob Heleringer,
ACROSS
5 Nerve netattempted arrest that led to 11 by Effingham Count
Answer to Friday 's Puzzle
1 Young salmwork
the shooting death of Clyde Coroner R.R. I.ystila.resulted R-Louisville, has introduced a
on
6 Before
in a finding of justifiable resolution in the state House of
COMM BOOM
Daniel Graham.
5 Corded cloth 7 Moderated
homicide in Graham's death. Representatives directing the
CCM= COCO=
Graham,
22,
8 Soft drink
8 Figure of
of which occurred
at the Villa House Judiciary Committee to
COCCO
CC
CO
00
,
Appellation
Elizabethtown, was a suspect
speech
of'Athena
investigate Graham's death.
9 Algerian port CMC OCCCC BOO
in the Nov. 7 shooting death of Innsmotel.
13 Transgress
CCM CDC COON Trooper Eddie Harris
10 Stupid one
in
14 Metal
11 Emmets
MCC= COCOON LaRue County.
Graham was
15 Need
19 Chinese
CDC
CCO
16 Qolf mound
shot and killed by state police
measure
COMM COCO= Sgt.
17 Beer ingred- 21 Danish land
Eugene Coffey on Dec. 8
CCM DEO MOM
ient
measure
after answering the docrixof his
CCM
COCCD
000
18 Small
23 Cut
ME COOMCCO 00 motel room in fingham.Ill.
20 Canonized
24 High mounBrandenburgh
ones
he and
tain
CMCBCO C00000
22 Diphthong
an attorney from the depar25 Malay gibbon
OCUCC
MMUO
0
23 Ledge
26 Time gone by
trnent's legal office will go to
24 Wolfhound
27 Fragrant
35 Electors
41 Br dge term
Effingha
m later this month. Ns SHAWNEETOWN, Ill. ( API Hendrix, 29, of Norris City, Ill.
27 Bought back 28 Extinct bird
36 Slated
- Gallatin County Sheriff was treated for injuries at an
42 Damage
They
will
spend at least two
31 Fall behind
29 Sea eagle
38 State: Abbr. 43 Baked clay
days durinig the week of Jan. ulen McCabe says authorities Evansville,Ind. hospital.
32 Number
30 River in Scot- 39 Rabbit
44 Great Lake
33 Native metal
land
28
reviewing records and may ave encountered their.
40 Ancient
45
McCabe said the inApproach
,
34 Furnished
32 Faction
Greek coin
Brown
48
kiwi
reports filed by members of first" b k in the Jan. 4 vestigation into the bombing
36 Path
bombing
death
of
a
Kentuck% will -intensify next week with
the Illinois Department of
1
2 3 4
MI6 7
37 Aroma
a 9
11
miner
near the addition of seven
Law Enforcement's division coal
38 Greek letter
to 10
12
13
14
-39 Inn
of criminal investigation. Shawneetown.
more agent's from the Bureau
12 Hurry
15
16
Brandenburgh said.
17
McCabe said a case of of Alcohol, Tobacco and
46 Competent
The commissioner also said dynamite and 200 blasti
Firearms. He said they'll
111
47 Eon
11119
20
that he and the attorney will caps were recovered from a scour the area of Southern
49 Weary
interview
50 Bellow
officers
in house
in • Whispering 1Ttioois and Kentucky where
51 Conjunction
Effingham and at the state Meadows, Ky., Thursday. He the 'Nvictim
25 26
27
20
may have
52 Lamb's pen
capital if their investigation said -several, sticks of frequented bars, restaurants
31
name
warrants it.
dynamite were missing front or barber
53 Shade frees
Brandenburgh
54 Scottish cap
the case, but no arrests have
36555
Plans are also trig made
55 Antlered aniacknqwledged that it is been made.'
311
mal
to interview the 600e loyees
unusual, for a state police
39 4o41
commissioner to become 7- Edward W. Seats, 28. Of at the mine in attemitt to
DOWN
111
43 aa
d,,Ky.,.svas,killeti Uncover a motive.
involved in an'investigation. -LMorganfiel
1 Det
iam_ ,when
,his truck_wew
IPS M
aSRS
but
2 Turkish regi- a
added;
'It
is not un- as
50
he
was
leaving
the Peabody
ment
precedented...and the issue
an. MIME
3 Lease
53
34
here is clearly more im- Eagle No. 2 Mine near
4 Cane
Sha wneetown, in Southern
portant" than routine, inDistr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 012
Illinois. A passenger, • Lois
vestigations.

NEW HAVEN, Ky. AP)A manhunt continties today
for two men, believed to be
escapees from an Illinois
prison, who fired shots at a
Kentucky State trooper during
a highspeed chase, according
to state police spokesman
Lieutenant Ernest Bivens.
The to were believed to be
William T. Scrovartz. 4s, of
Jersey County, Ill., and Allan
Lightheart, 27, of Rockford,
Ill., who fled from the Menard
Correctional Center at
\Tenant
Ill.
Sunday,
authorities said.
One of the fugitives was last
..seen in the New Haven area In
\Nelson County after . the
Friday night incident, and the
other was last reported in
Horse Ca'.state policesaid.
•:Shortly àfter6p.m.(EST).

Commissioner To Take Part

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Authorities May Have
First Break In Bombing
Death Incident

.11
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44. Lots For Sok
43. For..for Sole
43. Nelms For Sole
47. itletercycles
44. ilorto. Services
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SI. limed trecirs
St. Comorirs
$2. harts owl Motor,
$3. Services Offered
$4. For Trysts
$S. feed A•Seed
$6. Fro* Colima
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Chec
Your
Ad
AG

II

555
555

55

500P BEEP BOOP
BOOP BOOF BEEP
BEEP 1300P BOOP
BEEP
gooP BEEP

L4EIHATE

IT MAKES
•YOLJ LOOK
DIGNIFIED

I CAN BE
TWICE
AS
DIGNIFIED

TWO
PINKIES

..?
M 0140111)
,

IF YOU'RE GOING
INTO TOWN YOU
BETTER USE SOME
DEODORANT,
SA RGE

I DON'T USE ANY OF
THAT 515SY STUFF

IT. WHEN

I BRINGS OVER 1415
ELECTRJNIC 6AME5-4.

f4WHY DO YOU EAT'
THE SOUP WITH
YOUR PINKY
STICKING
0LiT )

John Dale Speaker
At Seventh And s
Poplar Church

4t?
•

Rev. Rabatin Will
Speak Sunday For
The Presbyterians
pi0 YOU
MAKE THAT UP?

W• HERE ARE
YOU TAKING

ME,LuA6.4

"Noise in the Sanctuary"
will be the topic of the sermon
NO • IT WA5 IN A NC-7=
delivered by Rev. R. E.
FROM OLAZ mit_AMAN
Rabatin this Sunday at First
Presbyterian Church, located
at South 16th and Main
Streets.
At 9:30 a.m. Church School
for all ages will begin. A
nursery is provided for both
the Church School and worship hours. The adult class
will hear Dr. Farouk Umar of
--lifitrray State UniversitS,
"
speak on the. Middle East
situation, as the class continues its study of fear. the
Jesse Rogers Class will be led
by Mrs. Olus McNelis, as they
.study the Uniform Lesson
Series. •
Morning worship will begin
'at 10-.45 a.m. Lisa Slater will
lead the choir as they sing the
anthem 'A Sing As I Arise
•.-.-Rday.,".socIrktethOraboY.Will
play the organ.
Members are reminded of
the annual meeting immediately following the
tamorOing worship service this

10. Bus. Opportunity

Free Store 759-4600

Young aggressive degreed ac
countant for immediate position as Internal Auditor and
Budget Analyst Salary range
$l2.000 to $15.000 Contact
Treasurer Plumley Rubber Co
Parrs IN 38242 901) 64.
5582

We con transform block
and white portraits into
oil paintings.

I

CARTER STUDIO

304 Main

753.8799

Persons interested in joining
Barter Co-op call 436-2565 or
436-2333 before 5 pm

3. Card of Thanks
I would like to thank
everyone for all the cards,
flowers, telephone calls, and
- other kindnesses shown to me after -rffy recent accident.
Thanks also to Dr. Lowry and
the third-floor nurses at the
kturray-Calloway Co. Hospital. I
appreciate all the faeifas who
came to see me at the hospital
and after I returned home.
. Jerry Burkeen .

5. Lost and Found

sAdv

tis•rs
• ore
request
o check this
First insertionods for
corrections
flits

e
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion ANY

ERROR
SHOULD
BE
REPORTED IMASED4ATEL
Y SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US FROMP
TLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

&NAME
Products for more
healthful life naturally.
We'll call on flu.
7511-1904

4144
Send food and
medicine to
hungry and sick

CAMBODIAN
REFUG
EES
THROUGH
CARE tV.1127ANS
35 East Chestnut Street
Columbus Ohio 43215

John 14:15, -If ye love WC
keep my commandments." II
John 1:9, "Whosoever Iransgresseth, and abtdeth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath not
God. He that abideth in the
"doctrine of Christ. he hath the
Father and the Son" Sabbath
worship service. Saturday'S 11
AM and 6 PM. Bible study, 6--tft
8 evenings. Study , by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations appredated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store. 159-4600

BIBLE CALL
Shnuid
the Lord's
Supper be eaefry
Sunday? 759.4444.
For Teens: Freedom
at What Price? 759.
4.1145.

sunday.
•

11. Instruct
Medical Laboratory Technicia
class starts March- 10. 1981
Enrollment limited Apply nos
Call (615) 526.3660 or write
Cumberland School or Medical
technology. 321 N Washington
Cookeville, TN 38501
Wallis Stained Glass is offering
classes in stained glass and
wood carving For information
call or write Wallis Stained
Glasi, Hwy 121 West, Murray
KY 489-2613

WALLIS STAINED
RUSS
is offering classes in
Stained Glass and
wood carving. For information call or
write: Wallis Stained
Glass Hwy. 121 West,
Murray,
Kentucky.
489-Z13.

Lost.
Male
Minature
Schnauzer. in Dogwood - Glen dale area. Children's pet'
.
Reward' 753-6862.
Male Beagle, strayed or took
from pen, about 1'2 miles west
of Kirksey. 3 reeks ago. Dark in
color with tan markings No
• collar. Children's pet Call Dan14.Want To 1111
ny Manning, 489-2707 or 489Want to buy Junk cars Cali
2328
474-8838 after 5 pm '
Reward offered for return of
. Wanted to buy Used mobile
white Persian cat with black
homes. 10 12', and 14' wide
ears and tail, lost in Panorama
Call 521-8322
Shores area on January 2nd
15. Article-a-6.-We
Contact Peggy Hunter. Rt 5
Box 1065 or phone 436-2207
1963 Duke. 2 bedroom 10x50
.house trailer, $1500, 15.4.
-Dolphin fiberglass ,boat and
trailer. $325. boat trailer 175,
REWARD!
three-quarter acre lot, near
For return of male BoxAurora, $1.250; 1955 Diamond
er dog, lost in vicinity
T, 2-ton truck. 16 ft. steel bed,
of Glendale Rood and
air brakes. $350. 753-8127
West Dogwood Drive.
Disappeared Friday
200 foot good used fence for
about midnight. Fawn or
dog pen or etc..' and 12 posts.
tan colored with alot of
$150. East school whet. size
white around neck,.
14, $20 Calf after -4 pm, 474foce, and feet. Wearing
8866
3 -collars red leather,
Racking horse. 7 years old,
block nylon and flea.
with.
English saddle and bridle.
Children's int! Please
. Also 17' Runabout with 115 hp
call Hibbard, 753[vie-rude motor. Call 753-8567
5598
after 5 pm.
.

Hionte-Turitgs -

6. tielp Wanted

.n•vespop•r

The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear
John Dale speak on "Just As I
Am" with scripture from Acts
10:30-33 at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. services, and on "The
Books • of. History" With
scripture from Joshua 1:16-17
at the - 6 p.m. service on
sof"Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Keith Boyle, Billy Nix, L'ify
Rowland,Sam Parker, Robert
Johnson, David Castleman,Ottis Valentine, Don Winchester, Danny Cleaver, Jon
Johnny
Carpenter,
T.
Bohannon, David Wright,
Jeri-4es Thurmond, Paul
Ragsdale, and Tommy
Carraway will assist in the
services.
Teen nursery helper will be
Terri Roberts and special
class helper will be Karen
Shultz. Bob Miller and Gary
Rowland will serve on the
extension department.
Bible study will be held at
4:45 a.m.on Sunday.

2Niii

Babysnter needed in my home
MondayelistiLtily 8 dm
tit 3 pm-L7759-m-6 atter 3
PM

Experienced diesel mechanic
wanted References and tools
required
Good pay and
nefits Call 753-4626
, Hou
es build a career
around
r family on a 'fun
party plan
0 per hour Set
-your own ho
Princess
House For infor ion call
382-2663 See in Worn. Day
RN OR LPN. Ideal part time lob
for Murray resident not working
full trine -No patient care, flexible hours. excellent pay (901)
424,-2926 or write Mrs, Couch,
516 lambuth, Jackson. TN
38301
Texas 011 Company needs
dependable person who can
work without supervisron.-..in
Muiray, KY. Contactcustomers.
Age unimportant, but maturity
is. We train. Write D.E. Dick.
President
Southwestern
Petroleum, Ft. Worth. TX.
Wanted immedrately. RN ox
LPN for 11 to 7 shift, excellent
salary with shift differentials.
Insure plan with PCS, drug
card, vacations, and holidays.
Care Inn. 4th & Indiana.
Mayfield. 247-0200

9:Situation Wanted
Will do housecleaning
7671939.

Call

10. Bus. Opportunity
Real Estate development needs
venture capitol from private
sources. Participation offered.
Finder's fees guaranteed. Contact R. Spurlock, Spann Realty
Associates, 905 Sycamore.
Murray. KY 42071. Phone
4502)753-7724.
Service Station and Grocery
. Store in Coldwater for sale,
$50,000 or will trade: Any
reasonable- oiler will be considered 753-8498.

AnYina upright freezer. frost
free, new condition 753-0347
Chest of drawers, -various end
tables. formal Victorian couch.
Desk and chair and gold leaf
mirror Call 753-7370
For sale Red carpet 9x12, excellent condition _ Also baby's
crib and mattress. 2 years old
Cali 7534643
For sale New first class, rug
never been used, size
10 9 .x10.7
wine colored
Cost $125, will sell for $75 or
best offer 759:1702
Kenmore,. port,* dishwasher"
good working condition. $15
753-1863 after 6 pm.

cuum Cleaners
IR10
VACIRININ
CLEANERS
For factory authorized parts
sales, and service call ,901 ,
842-7619 Located at 102 W
Washington St , Court Square.
Paris. Tp.

19. Farm Equipment
Bushlrog, 5 ft..- $350 Call 43E2506
For sale: John Deere 1911"
double fold disc, $6250, John
Deere 13' chisel plow. $1850:
John Deere cultimulcher, 15.
VODO. John Deere 6-16'
• plows. semi-mounted. $3250,
John Deere six row cultivator.
$1850. Call _alter-5-pat,--489• 2141
FENCE MATERIAL
Chain link fence, 3 to
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
rail, barbwire, wood,
and steel post, gates,
I >og kennels. Also pipe
and tubing for structural use.
limp 1

y low Price

AAA FENCE
SUPPLY
444-6866
IIwv row

Paducah,Ky

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN
Major division of Fortune 100 company located in
small Southern Kentucky city is seeking a foreman
experienced in supervising all crafts in the
maintenance of Industrial Equipment. Strong electrical, hydraulic, and steam generation exposure
desireable. Ability .to effectively organize and
supervise all mairitenace activities including PM
program is required.
.
,Eageellent saisny_and,iringe benefits. Pleat* reply
:
'
.
--•-.._:........„
in coriftdefice to:- -

I

Porsmaii Alenager
P. 0.8411407
Nopitbsville, lhoutrelry 42240
An Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F.
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24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. For Rent

Firewood 18 inch 24 inch
Oak and Hickory. $25.00 rick
Fancy natural honey $4 50 qt
Call 489-2327
Firewood. seasoned. any
length, delivered. $25 per rick.
Bower Tree Service; 7B-8536- Garage sale! Garage tools, antique pocket watches, antique
guns. gold Jewelry. and clothes
436-2506

Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray. Call 7534109
For rent New duplex apartment, available February 1st
Two bedroom, all appliances.
central vacuum system, fully
carpeted 153-2437

New 2 bedroom apartment,
fireplace, many extras. $265
Call 753-1779
FIREWOOD
Nice 2 bedroom house, near
FOR SALE
lake. 9 miles from Murray.
$18 and up!
Fireplace, very economical to
Delivered
heat $150 per month. Call
Call 753-8871 attar 5 436-2224
or 759-1354 after 6
p.m. 787-4441.
pm.

12 exbaby's
ars old
- ss. rug.
size
(Awed
$75 or

SPEED LAME
io PACKAGE-5 OR LESS

ts. For Rent
or
Root

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Feeder pigs, strong, healthy
stock. 25-40 lbs. 26 head. Will
sell all $15.00 a head. Call
435-4274
Timothy and Fescue hay. Call
759-1330

38. Pets-Supplies
Attack dogs for sale. Dobermans and Rottweilers. Training
for your dog. Wildfire Kennels,
Paducah, KY. 554-5976.
•
AKC German Shepherd puppies Also guard dogs 5542153

Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

-

38. Pets-Supplies
Beginning dog obedience
classes, all dogs from two months up are trainable. Have a
better behaved companion.
Call 436-2858.
Cairn Terrier for sale. $75. 7591664.
For sale: AKC registered Doberman Pincher, house trained.
black and rust. 753-803.
Great Danes, two adult
females, one will be in season
this month. Also two 4 month
old puppies. Give us an offer
Must sell! 753-4106.
Pit Bull dog puppies for sale
1-901-364-2402

1912 COLDWATER ROAD
MURRAY, KY 42071
PHONE 15021 753-0186 RES 436 5676

0. John
$1850,
er, 15
616
$3250
Itivator.
489-_

STROUT SELLS REAL ESTATE -- town and country property. Interested in selling
your home, business, farm or any vacant land? If yes, It's important -- and
rth a minute's thought.
As the largest real estate firm coast to coast, we have the Greatest Selling Team
in Eart-h. 'Buyers purchase with confidence at the Office with the friendly STROUT
Sign. Tha 's reputation -- and experience. Since 1900! Satisfied buyers and
sellers by t
hundreds of thousands attest to our fair, honest and efficient
business m'etho
STROUT REALTY advert es throughout the country, in over a thousand newspapers
and magazines. The pro ssional copywriters of our Advertising Department concentrate copy in Major City,Newspapers each week. Thus, out-of-towners know us
before they ever leave home.
This national advertising program
nerates Buyers from Everywhere. Skilled interviewers in our Big City Offices rela
rospects' requirements to our computer.
A weekly list of those wanting our reg • is sent to us. That means hundreds of
new prospects each week...potential buyer if your property!

3 to
dar
plit
ood,
tes.
ipe
rue-

As a seller, you can avail yourself of this ex
sive advertising simply by calling
your locali STROUT Office. A licensed and bonded epresentat1ve will be glad to
inspect your property and assist you in establishing
marketable value.

11,K)

Also, from your standpoint, something el se makes us di ffe
t. Our NO BUYER - NO
PAY Listing. Why? Because we believe we can sell your prop ty faster than anyone
else. This type listing specifies that you pay a concni ssion on . when we SELL your
properd
Otherwise you owe us nothing. That's our NO BUYER AY way -of selling real estate.

753-1222

Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service...because changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself. In a word it's called adjustment. Moving from home to
home and neighborhood to
nieghborhood.
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awail.you
elsewhere.. The Schools, parks.
shopping facilities. Now for the
ingenious part. VIP Referral
'may also find a buyer for your
present home from another city. then help that family adjust
to your neighborhood. Sound
familiar?' It's the same thing
we do for you someplace else.
Call 753-1492 for helpful information on this service.

753-8188

fItYu'T REACTY,

Five bedroom, two story brick
house, central gas heat. Call
753-5791 9 AM til 4130 PM.
House for sale by owner. 106 S
13th St. Call 753-0305.

47. Motorcycles
250 cc Honda Trail bike, excellent condition, $390. Call
753-9920.

48. Auto. Services
MICIELIN MICNELIN

CARROLL
TIRE
SERVICE
Your Car And
Light Truck
Tire DeaTer
1105 Pogue
753-1489

UNIROYAL INIROTAL
Four white spoke wheels. will
fit a three quarter ton truck.
Call 159-1330.

7531222

49. Used Cars
YOU'LL SCORE
1975 AMC Hornet Hatchback. 6
POINTS WITH
cylinder, automatic, power and
YOUR FAMILY!
air, five new tires, - good gas
If you buy them this
mileage. $2200. Also two 12'.
roomy
economic,
wagon wheels-lires, to fit five
home. Beige colored
bolt VW. And an AM-FM CB
vinyl siding aluminum
stereo. Make offer. 753-8240.
eaves, and new roof.
You can really be an
1973 Caps .2000, 56,000
fighter
energy
miles, new tires, good mileage.
because the central
Call 753-9677.
gas heat' has a new •
1979 Corvette, white, Jenson
wood furnace as an
sound system. Low mileage.
auxiliary to the main
Call after 5 pm, 753-9422.
system. Price only
Kopperud
1969 Chevelle. new 396 SS
$31,900.
and 400 turbow trans.. pos.
Realty, 711 Main,
A DREAM HOME
rear end. $700. 498-8716.
Don't dream a home,
1976 Datsun F-10, Hatchback.
buy one! This lovely
33.000 miles, excellent condihome has 3 large
tion, Michelin radial tires, 5.
bedrooms with walk-in
speed. over 30 mpg. $3000.
closets, 2 baths, large
Call 753-1913.
sunny 14tchen with
4111m14.100__
pantry, neutral cartric heat, carport with
sale, 1969 model, like new.
peting in all rooms.
storage, on shady lot
Call 753-7259 after 5 pm
Den
beamed
has
downtown.
near
ceilings, impressive
.1975 Firebird Trans Am, new
TRI-LEVEL
fireplace, and other
tires, tilt, air conditioned, AMSpacious 3 BR., B. V.
extras. Attic could be
FM stereo, 4-speed. Price
and frame tri-level on
finished out for 3-4 ad$2195. Phone 753-9710.
1'7 acres, wooded lot.
ditional
rooms.
1972 Ford with 1975 motor,
So 'much quality,
Located in one of
good condition. Call 753-6392.
Murray's best subfireplace, lovely carOwner
divisions.
1978 Grand Prix, low mileage.
peting, formal dining
moving out of state.
excellent condition. Call 753room, unique kitchen
Kopperud
Phone
8277.
cabinets, economical
Realty:753.1222 for all
pump.
Call
Nice 1973 Cutlass S-350, good
today
heat
details on this fine new
condition
$1000 Call
about this one.
listing.
9872 anytime
1972 Olds 88. one family car
64.000 miles, $800. 753-0330
NEW LOCATION
1976 Vega GT stabonwagon,
36,000 actual miles. Call 7537853.
1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle
i-0' i-,0- i-r.
,-c:-"
,
newt tires, completely rebuilt
Olympic Plaza
motor, body excellent 753Hours 9:30-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
9507
753-3174
1975 VW Rabbit, new paint.
battery. AM-FM radio, steel
radial tires, excellent condi
One, 1977
Oldsmobile
Cutlass, serial
hon. Below market price. 522
# 3157C7D227820. Will be offered and sold to the
8469.
highest bidder on Wednesday, February 6, 1980, 10
1976 Vega. automatic
transmission:--11800. Also
a.m., at Porker Ford, Inc., 701 Main St., Murray
1969 VW convertible, $550.
(Calloway County), KY. This unit may be inspected
Will accept guns and watches
anytime during business hours at the above address
in trade. 436-2506.
until date of sale.

t

1975 Chevrolet four wheel Carpet
cleaning
free
drive Can be seen at 805 estimates satisfied references
Poplar. Murray
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
sC
Carpet Iean ing.
19/9 Datsun King Cab. 10.000 11n5g3
miles. 50 000 miles extended
warranty $5400 Call 7530111Concretg and block work Block
Ii
11
.F912
1974 Ford Ranger XLT pxkup, walks patios steps free
excellent condition $2500 estimates 753-5416
Carpentry service Whatever
Call 474-8822
1978 F-100 pickup 382-2327 your needs. old or new quality
work. Call 753-0565
1973 F-250 Ford pickup with
Driveways
white rocked and
Dreamer camper Both in ex
cellent condition Call _ 759- graded tree estimates Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
1328
Pm
1977 Ford F-250, 4x4, power
steering, power brakes. air Fence Sal at Sears now Call
automatic. 400 engine, 1200 Sears 753-2310 for free
radial tires, white spoke estimates for your needs
wheels, $4000. 436-5649.
Will haul driveway
For sale. 1970 model Chevrolet
half ton truck. 350 V8. 3. white rock and ag
lime. Also have washspeed. 68.000 miles. $1400
ed gravel. Call 489May be seen at Ray Apart2372.
ments. 3 miles north 121 by
fair-grounds or phone 767-.
RONNIE PEA
2411 or 767-6356.
1973 GMC pickup, automatic, Guttering by Sears. Sears_ con
350, 2 barrel carborator. full tinous gutters installed pet
power. Call 436-2555.
you specifications Call Sear,
1973 International Travelall 753-2310 for free estimates
truck. model 1010, 8 cylinder. Have your carpet cleaned by
automatic transmission. air Joe Smith Carpet Center. the
conditioned, radio, heater people who know carpets Call
power. clean. Anxious to sell. 753-6660 for free estimates.
$1195. Call 753-8050 or 753Having trouble getting things
6500.
done around the home? PlumbSpecial on truck bed covers. ing, carpentry. roofing? Call
We have fiberglass and 753-8950.
aluminum. sizes to fit long
beds, short beds, and courier Herndon's Welding, Route 6
trucks. Parker Ford, 753-5273. Box 154 753-9507
Insulation blown in by Sears.
51. Campers
save on these high heating and
Deluxe camper top for small cooling bills. Call Sears, 753pickup. $150. Call 753-1863 2310. for free estimates.
•
. _after 6 pfti."
Licensed electrician. Prompt
52. Boats and Motors efficenr service. Riasonable
1976 Hydro-Sport bass boat, rates. Call Ernest White 753loaded, with 1977 model 115 0605. ,
Mercury, excellent condition. Licinsed Electrician and gas in753-8603.
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
53. Services Offered
Mobile home anchors and
underpinning, aluminum .or
June wedding. For the
fiberglass. Also patio awnings
best photography book
and carports, single or double
early.
Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
CARTER STUDIO
pm.
753-8298
304 Main
Mark Smith masonary contractor. fireplaces. flus
AA-1 AU.TYPES home remodel- chimney repairs Call 489ing
and
maintenance. 2231.
References. Guaranteed work:
Free estimates. Call 753-8948 Painting Paperhanging. Commercial or residential. Free
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
estimates. 759-1981.,
Byers Brothers & Son-General
Tree trimming and removing.
home remodeling, framing,
Also light hauling. Free
alumtnum siding, gutters, and
estimates. 753-5476.
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1Wet basement? We make wet
362-4895.
basements dry, work completeCarpet cleaning, at reasonable ly guarenteed.
Call or .write
rates. Prompt and efficient ser- Morgan Construction
Co..
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489- Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
2774.
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026.

Griggs

Pointing, Remodeling,
& Repair
All work guaranteed

Small or Big Jobs

753-0821

Thornton Tile
--8FMarble
'4th

"Quality That Will Please"
'1 1-V19

I

I

of brown Of white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work - Call
' Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Molest Street

NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

Per& how. mils *es* cal 733 368S owe 4ry

PRICE SHAVE 75'
wham. Mew, MIK

SO.,.

FallHouse Cleaning
Walls,, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
estimates. Insured and experienced. Call day or
night:

759-1176

BILL JONES
FRUIT MARKET
•

50. Used Trucks

Marble

*tit-/tau"- .00/01,-11.4u-l_a '9E
and Ag lime, also have any type

4111111111111111111111111111111•11111111111,

The Smoke Shoppe

practical as well.
See it at...

4144t11, 411-41111.7
.L.
-Ifr.;-.RekleTtiTYCV, Tusi
us
ue arid see.

46. Homes For Sale

11
I

Your property should match the requirements of many of our thousands of prospects.
If it is fairly priced, we can sell it! Call or stop in today.

ltstthg $876.?0040

e

For sale 32 acres of farm land
in Backusburg area. Call 4892195 after 5 pm.

N,4ItiFtiftwt4,m

The Ultimate in
Bathroom Decor
Now you can have a bathroom that is
not only beautiful, but durable and

ally,

45. arms or

Cot INUIT Clot'
,.r.•Cr

In addition to all this, STROUT has an established National Referral Syst
In
cooperation with another nationwide Referral System, we put-local buyersand
llers
in immediate touch with out-of-town buyers and sellers All Across America. Th
EXTRA service can help you find a buyer for your property, and it can also provide
you with instant help in relocating in any area of your choice.

P.S.
Thinks Murry 4Calloway Co. for

Wel bat hoes* in the city of
Merrily en lot thins .53
ocres.
4 Bedrooms, di., 21/I hots,
backyard ammi•miy fenced,
end lets of extras. Call
for Mere:phrasal's en this
Wooly hare.
WILSON INS,
REAL ESTATE
Photos 753-3263
Sales Rep.
Wisssonen
753-7476
Alex McLeod
753:1575
Charley Jeffrey
474-2337
Rey Reeves
753-1137

Ainley Auction I
Realty Sales

ajatalle

Practically new home on double lot. has 3 bedrooms. 2
baths, with central heat anc
air. Immediate possession
We're sold on your house owner must sell' Asking
before we sell it...Our theory is $27.000. Call Spann Realty
simple. We take the time to Associates, 753-7724
know your house, priceit correctly. and discover it's distinctive features. Because we're
sold on it it's much easier to
find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then we even save you
• BOYD-MAJORS
time after the sale by helping
REAL ESTATE
with time-consuming paper753-8080
work. It's all a matter of spending our time wisely so it
'Pr ufeaamairial Services
doesn't waste yours. This is just
With The Fnendly Touch"
another reason you should call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
WORTH THE
Realtors today at 753-1492
MONEY
We're the Neighborhood Professionals.
318 N. 7th -L See for
yourself, a real buy at
only $15,900. This 3
bedroom home is
nicely carpeted, has

Dear Property Owner:

all 436-

--

INVESTMENT
PROPERTY
36 x 187 building On 80
x 200 lot. NOV.' rented
for $105.00 per month
and has more rental
space available. Buy
this and get a good
return on your investment. Priced at
$74,500. Phone Kop43. Real Estate
perud Realty, 753-1222.
JUST LISTED
Acres of happiness! Three lovely wooded acres are included
Three bedroom brick
with this charming 3 bedroom
veneer house on
2 bath cedar sided home with, acre lot, located approximately 1 mile
living room and den. central
southwest of Coldelectric heat and air. A
water on Bazzell
decorator's dream. Call Spann
Cemetery Road. ElecRealty.AssoQates, 7.53-7724. ,
tric heat, has flu for
it wood stove, carport,
$21,000. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for full-time Real
Estate Service.

STROUT REALTY,Inc.

ent

43. Real Estate

Look us over before you look
around When you're ready to
buy a home, you need a lot of
questions answered Like what
kind of financing is best?
Where are the schools.? Shopping Centers? What about the
paperwork that's usually involved? Get the jump on these and
other questions by calling Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
at 753-1492 We have just pis
kind at inlounalion thatstakes
your house hunting easier

. 53. Services Offered

50. Used Trucks

Sourtts,de Coon Square

LICENSED RE41- ESTATE BROKE*

Joe L. Kennon, Aroker
John M. Loftis, .csso-iate
Tin A. Graves,
sociAtCh,r1'-s r:huck) ShuffeL, ;.s.socicte

43. Real Estate

!adorn & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

WA

37. Livestock-Supplies

T

43. Real Estate

111L01111111 11FLOVIIIII

32

966 International tractor, plow, Murray Maid Service cleans
disc, chisel plow, cultivator your home any afternoon Call
and 4 row drill. Call 382-2327 153-5137 after 5 pm
M-Farmall with 1 row New Idea 26.!'Radio
Nice
furnished
corn picker, both in excellent 25 inch RCA color tv.,
apartment for 1,
condition. 753-9501
automatic, $250. In good con2. 3 r.4 girls.
165 Massey Ferguson diesel, 01TRFIrPlffnirlS3-b531
Phone 753-5865 or
1400 hours, excellent condi- Wanted responsible party to
753-5108.
take
up small monthly payment
tion. 153-9507.
on 25" color t v Warranted
Tractor for sale, 135. Massey
Two bedroom apartment.
Ferguson, gas. 492-8265 after Clayton's - 1 8 B Music 7531575
carpeted, central heat and air,
6 pm
water, stove, and refrigerator
. portnent 27.'Mobile Home Sales furnished. 1414 Vine St.
For sale: 12x50 mobile home Vacant 2 bedroom furnished
Used commercial whirlpool located at Fox Meadows. Cen- apartment in
country. $100 per
with fikerss and vows Free tral air, gas heat, two month
Call evenings, 753weight plates - Olympic weight bedrooms, - washer and dryer, 8333
or 753-6421.
bar 753-0129
carpeted. Underpinning and
33.
Rooms
for Rent
large storage shed included.
22. Musical
One
room
efficiency apartAlex five string banio, will Landscaped. Call after 5 pm, ment
$99 Located corner of
. 153-8841.
trade for electric guitar or
16th and Olive, by University.
4)f sale Two bedroom mobile
$150. Call 436-2506
home, 12x34, furniture in- Call 753-6137 after 5 pm
Drive a little and save alot! Uscludes kitchen appliances only.
ed orlEart-- used Spinet and
INNS
Call 489-2387.
upright pianos. Rent a new
FIR ROTS
piano from Leach's Music &
1979 Mobile home, 14x70, 3 Large room with
T V., downtown Paris since beddrooms,
rivate entrance and
2 full baths, elec1926.
Ichen facilities: Call
tric heat and air with heat
So long Santa! But why, did pump. Dishwasher Ind stove. 753-8572 or 436-5479.
you leave us so many pianos $13,500. Call 753-0062 after 3
and organs? Must sell at our - pm.
cost, some for only $20 a mon- 1978, 14x64 Two bedroom Room for cent Call 153-3582.
th. Also used pianos and trailer, furnished with washer 34. Houses For Rent
organs. Hurry back Santa, but and dryer, central' air, under- For rent
Two bedroom house,
please don't make us play San- pinning and concrete steps. stove,
refrigerator, washer and
ta next January. Clayton's - J & $12.000. Call 474-8822.
dryer. Rent, $225 per month,
B Music, Dixieland Center.
plus deposit, and references.
Murray, 753-7575.
12x60 Two bedroom, one full No pets. Phone 492-8662.
bath Everything goes. Phone
23. Exterminatin
Nice three bedroom home in
753-2607
Benton, close to stores, $250
28. Mob. Home Rents per month, security deposit re12x60 trailer, natural gas, xery quired. Adults, no children or
clean. Located-in Murray city pets, Call-82-7-4962- alter 6- pm.
limas. No pets. Call 489-2118. Unfurnishec) 5 bedroom house.
Three bedroom central heat. Central gas heat. Ideal for large
natural gas, new furniture and family or several individuals.
carpet. 2 full baths. near 753-5791.
University. Call 753-5209.

hnician
, 1980
ly now
write
Medical
ington

washer
$15

25. Business Urvices

MICHELIN MICHELIN

19. Farm EguIpment

eed ac
te posi
tor and
range
ontact
be; Co
Ii 642

301 So. 12th St.
NO

6 Clays A Week
No Overhead -- Lower Prices

1978 Ford Pickup, F150, 30,000 miles,
power steering and :
▪ Vino Ripe Tomatoes • Large Bell Peppers •
brakes, air, sliding :Large Cucumbers • Cabbage • Lettuce •
rear window, radio,
slide out spare tire, :Large Texas Sweet Onions.' Given Onions •
recessed tool box, • Yellow Squash •'telery • Radishes • Thins
heavy duty suspen• Fink Grapefruit • Large Florida Morel
sion, 480 engine,
:
Oranges • Small Navel Fonda Oranges •
automatic transmissiRegular Florida Oranges • Florida Honey
on,dual ethaust,large
wheel covers, large : Tangerines • Honey Tangelos • Florida
work bumper, front : Lemons • Texas Watermelons
• Cello Pkg. or
bumper guards, rails
:
Carrots
8.k
•
Illinois
Delicjous
Red
Apples
on side of bed. Exrplient truck in tvery
*Sy. 16 MPG, call
Stop by for a- GREAT SELECTION ot TOW:
James Hamilton, 753•
9400 after 5 p.m.
▪ LOW PRICES.
•

:
..•SiS*

Alit. Az

N
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1 Deaths and Funerals I
Onie Champion
Lyons Dies At
Age Of 82

Helen Parrish
Dies Today At
Murray Hospital

Mrs. Ofue Champion Lyons,
12, Fox Meadows Trailer
Court, died at 7:30 p.m.
Friday in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Lyons was a member of the
West Murray Cliiirch of
Christ.
two
include
Survivors
daughters, Mrs. Issac ( Ruth)
Ford, Paducah. and Mrs.
Letha) Watrous,
Francis
sons.
two
Owensboro;
Hillman, Richmond. Va., and
David. Murray; one brother.
Oscar Champion, Murray;
five ggrandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren.
Funeral arraignments are
incomplete. Friends may call
after 6 p.m. today at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.

Helen Parrish, 65, Route 1,
Dexter, died at 12:20 this
morning in the Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
Parrish is survived by her
husband., Frank; two sons,Jne
Rudolph and Bob Parrish,
both of Route 1. Dexter; seven
grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren.
Funeral arraignments are
incomplete. Friends may call
at the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home after 6. p.m.
today.

Inez Finney, 84,
Dies Friday Night
In Hospital
Mi,ss Inez Finney, 84, 405 N.
17th St., died at 11:05 p.m.
Friday in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include five
brothers. Lou and William,
both of Murray, John R., of
Florida, 1..A., of New Concord
and Stark, of Benton; and
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral arraignments are
incomplete at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

Dr. Mischke, Jr.
Speaker On Sunday
"
,God Speaks To The
%Listening • Heart!: -with
scripture from I Samuel 3:1-10
will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev.Dr. Walter
E. Mischke, Jr., at the 10:50
a.m. worship service on
Sunday. Jan. 20, at the First
•
United Methodist Church.
Special music will be a solo,
-0 Lord Most Holy," by Betty
Duvall, and the anthem,
Thou•Hast Searched Me
Ott," by the Chancel. Choir,
di4ected by Paul Shahan with
Bea Farrell as organist.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m.; the United Methodist
Youth Fellowship, both junior
and senior high, will meet at
5:30 p.m.; and the Covenant
Prayer Group will meet at 6
p.m.,all on Sunday.

Services Planned
At First Church
Regular worship services
will be held at 10:45 a.m.and 7
p.m. on Sunday, Jan.20,at the
First Baptist Church with the
pastor, the Rev Dr. Bill
Whittaker,as the speaker. His morning topic will be
•'The Bronze Serpent" With
scripture from Numbers 21:4,
94 and John 3:14-15; and his
evening topic will be "Who Is
The Lord?" with scripture
from-Exodus 5:1-9.
Randy Cunningham,deacon
of the week, will assist in the
services.
The minister of music,
Wayne Halley, will sing a solo
and direct the Church Choir in
special music. Harry Cartwright will sing a solo at the
evening service. Joan Bowker
will be organist and Allene
Knight will be pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Chruch Training at6
p.m. on Sunday.

Masses Planned At
St. Leo's Church
Masses at the St. Leo's
Catholic Church will beheld at
6:30 p.m. today and at8and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Jan. 20, according to the
pastor, the Rev. . Martin
Mattingly.
Religion classes for all
grades and for adults will be
at 9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
A nursery for 2 to 6 year olds
will be at II a.m. on Sunday.
Weekday 41asse9 will'be at
6:15 a.m. on Monday, 4:30
p.m. on tuesday, 5:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, 10 a.m. on
Thursday, and,2 p.m. on
Friday.

University Church
To Hear Minister
Speak Here Sunday
Bruce Logue, minister of the
University Church of Christ,
will speak on "Satan's
Thronerooni" with scripture
from Rev. 2:12-17 at the 10:30
service, and ph
"Adultery and Apastask" with
scripture from Jeremiah 2:13, 11-13, 20-25. and 3:1-5 at the 6
p.m. service on Sunday. Jan.
21. at the church.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Robert
Hendon, Bobby Martin,
George Gallagher. James
Lawson, Vernon Gantt, Joe
West, Jr., Ronnie Dunn,
Randy Dunn.Tony Thompson,
Tim Erwin, Bill Bailey, J. H.
Aix, Jack - Wilson, Charles
Bazzell, and Willard Ails.
Nursery supervisors-will be
Earline Doran, Eulala Like.
Pam Johnson, Renee Taylor,
Greta Gargus,. and Lillian
Gilbert.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a.m. on Sunday. The
elders and deacons will also
meet at 7:30 a.m. on Sunday in
.
the annex,

Traces Of Drugs Or Alcohol Discovered
In Bodies Of 11 'Who'Concert Victims
By ANDY LIPPMAN
Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI ( AP)
Autopsies have turned up
traces of either alcohol,
marijuana or methaqualone in
the bodies of each of the 11

report:
—Three victims gamed an
insignificant amount;
—One victim showed
evidence of ethyl alcohol at a
level less than defined in law
as under the influence;
-per5OnSifthe-dted-whikrirying--Turttteroneert-.—Two victims were "under
to get into a rock concert here
There were only minor the influence of ethyl alcohol
Dee. 3 but none Of the chugs physical injuries to some of as statutorily defined:"
contributed to their deattil. the victims. The injuries were
—One was under the inaccording to Hamilton County nit a contributing factor to
of gthyl alcohol and
fluence
Coroner Dr. Frank Cleveland. their deaths,the coronor said.
showed a quantity of
all
they
noted
that
All 11 died as the result of
Cleveland
methaqualone which was in a
asphyxiation, he said in had been trampled, but it was
range which would have been
that
se
per
testimony Friday.
trampling
the
out
produced by a theraputic dose
The seven men and four killed them,
—r—Ig the drug;
women, ranging in age from
Various drugs- were coun
15'to 27-years-old, were-killed "at low levels" in the bodies,
—Two victims showed
While waiting in a large crowd he said.
evidence of ethyl alcohol
\ceording to the coroner's ingestion at a leVeJ less thatoutside Cincinnati's River-

Special Sermon Is
Planned Sunday At
Christian Church

Hr

SUN. MON. TUES.
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Enioy the plastic 2
liter Pepsi
Save Big Now
Limit 6

$9

$1000

$500

Now

Now

MatchMates

Group

Suits and
Sport Coats
rer
\ow 520 to

40

Dress Shirts
1/.
/

MILK CHOCOLATE

Polyester/
Cotton
Leisure
Tee Shirt
ind
Comtortab,e
stykshly casuai. with
handy front pocket In
aA array of popular
colors S-XL Savings
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Gold Vein
or Artique.
Mirror
Tiles
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4100—
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Sale 77

Decorate with glass
tiles. With mounting
tape. directions
Our Regular 14.14
9.48
Box of 12,

r

93'

Each

2 Pound Hershey's
1
Big /

Milk Chocolate
or with almonds

"GOOF-PROOF"
PHOTOFINISHING

;Limbo 46-oz Jar of
delicious dill pickles.
Choose from tangy
Polish dills. or milder
koshers. Big savings

Bundle of
Kitchen
Towels or
Dishcloths

MUSH
MOUS
1 1111111111111111111

Woven checked cotton terrycloth Two
15x25" kitchen towels. or three. 13x13
dishcfoths Colors
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Toddlers'
Absorbent
Disposable
Diapers
40 disposable diapers
for babies over 22 lbs
No pins or plastic
pants needed' Complete with tapes

AMILLI:.
TAPES

ria

11

[

TODDLER

POO SA A•Alp
00
ono £0,

SO1261611L2

01,•••iet
,.1
1011.fall
PIA"

7.77

%)Men's, youths', wo-

men's, boys'/girls!
Brushed nylon, foam
lining. Split cowhide
palmed ski gloyes.

••

SOLD I N SPORTING WOOS DEPT.
ht
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K mart Deluxe
10W-40
All-Weather
Motor Oil

AIL WEATHER

Atto

ea

Malted Milk Balls
Delicious malt fillin9 covered with creamy
shoto1ater"111P7oft tartan

baaXe

SS'

ot

MOTOR OIL

Keep your car in shape
winter
rough
for
weather with K mart'
all - weather 10W-40
motor pit. 32 ft. ozs..
Peers* funnel cap

'Net W1
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1100p 'Iron Ortrtts At E.t.a Cool

Save on Ski
Gloves For
The Family
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Prints made from
color negatives Great savings now'

r.

Dixieland Center
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$10"
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itiafkingil-ant Nag, KO.
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HERSHETS

Jeans & Cords

No

0

Buy Of The Day

c
9

Group

Dress Slacks,

180
12)

2/$1

Clearonce,,,Skirts,
Jackets, Vests,
Blouses

BIG REDUCTIONS ON MANY OTHER ITEMS
Sweaters,
Sport Shirts,

CS

a

reg. to 50.00

Now

2 Liter
Pepsi

r N

ALL FALL AND WINTER ITEMS MUSTIOSweaters

/

f
Noo
ir
act:

vrtt*

RICEBAKER

NS
NA
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
Sport Shirts

41

il
(11 P‘74"d

Vlasic
Kosher or
Polish Dill
Pickles

Group
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THE SAVING PLACE

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
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Sermons Listed At
Memorial Church
Services Sunday

Group

Ethyl alcohol is produced
from ingestionof beer or-other
common alcoholic beverages,
explained.
was •
it
Methaqualone is a confnionly
used sedative, the coroner

K mart's Advertised
Merchandise Policy

I
i

Group

Cleveland said he was
surprised by his findings.
"I did not expect to find
drugs of this variety and
magnitude," the coronor said.
stressed,
Cleveland
hmarinvor that the drugs and
alcohol in themselves were not
in levels regarded as toxic. He
said they would not have
contributed to the deaths of
the 11 young people.
"It would not have rendered
incapacitated,'
them
Cleveland said.
No trace was found of
morphine, amphetamines and
other commonly abused drukrt
in the Victims' bodies,
Cleveland said. -

,

OPEN DAILY 9-9 SUNDAY 12-6

topic,
_sermon
The
"Afghanistan, Russian
Communism & Christianity,"
with scripture from Matthew
18:12-14 will be discussed by
the Rev: Dr. David C. Roos.
pastor, at the 10:45 a.m
services on Sunday,Jan.20,at
the First Christian Church.
Margaret Porter will direct
the choir as they sing the
anthem,-Let Heavenly Music
Fill this Place:" Maxine Clark
is organist.
Assisting_in the services will
be Marie Forrester, Bailey
Gore, Gene .Landolt, Jim
Clopton, Mike Holton, Robert •
Hopkins, Don McCord, Lenvel
Yates, Buff y Greer, Elmer
Collins, • and Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Shaw.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., and Youth Groups will
meet at 5:30 p.m. for supper
on Sunday followed by
respective meetings.
Church visitors for the week
will be Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Roberts'.

eaker at the 10:50 a.m.
and 7 p.m. worship services on
Sunday, Jan. 20, at the
mem maw moor Amwr maw milor
Memorial Baptist Church will
be the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White.
His morning sermon topic
will be "Ways to Show Your
Faith" with scripture from
Ephesians 4:20-32; and his
evening topic will be "Inner
rst` a....-i xiscia-zi
' -&aourr.rr -i.
Ephesians 3:14-21. L. D.
•
Cathey, deacon of the week,
Will assist.
1975 Pontiac GrandPrix
, Special music will be .by the
Approximately 61,000 miles, white, white interior,
Sanctuary_Chnir, directed by
' bucket seats, AM-FM, Power steering, power
Milton Gresham,. minister of
1 brakes, air conditioning, tilt wheel, power windows,
music and youth, with
rally wheels.
Margaret Wilkins as organist
"
and Sharon Owens as pianist.
Now 2500
'
Church Teaching with Don
Keep That Great GM Feeling
Rogers as director will be at
With Genuine GM Parts
CZWIRAL MOTORS NWT'S DIVISION
9:40 a.m., and Church
Training with Kerry Letterman as director will be at6
p.m., both on Sunday.
753-2617 p
641 South
Volunteer nursery -workers
#mew#maw will be Judy and Joy Hina.
map maw

said.

that statutorily defined as
under the, influence and
of
levels
showed
niethaqualone that were in the
range as being therapeutically
prescribed and insignificant
levels of marijuana:
showed
=One victim
evidence of the use of cocaine.
a low level of methaqualone
and an insignificant level of
marijuana;
—Another showed a low
level of methaqualone.

front Coliseum for a concert
by the British rock group"The
who."
. The crowd apparently
"surged forward in an effort to
-1!,et inside the doors to the
coliseum to get the best seats

700 U.S. Highway 641
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